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Preface

In the Rotterdam Eye Hospital, Prof. dr. JC van Meurs uses an experimental surgi-
cal procedure to cure patients suffering exudative Age-Related Macular Degeneration.
During the procedure a square patch is cut from the human retina and translocated to
the disease-affected area. The results of this procedure are promising, however some
severe problems exist that degrade the procedure’s success rate, due to lack of well a
performing instrument. Since 2003 several attempts were made to come with a better
performing instrument. Several prototypes were build in close co-operation between
the surgeon and an instrument manufacturer. Sometimes these attempts were partly
successful, but in all cases a substantial part of the problems stayed.

In collaboration with Delft University of Technology, faculty of Mechanical, Mar-
itime and Materials Engineering, department of BioMedical Engineering, a more fun-
damental approach to the design of a new instrument is started. The first steps have
been made; these consisted of thorough descriptions of the human eye anatomy and
the surgical procedure with an analysis of the problems from an engineering point of
view and an overview of grasp and release principles for delicate tissues, with a selec-
tion of the most promising one for eye surgery. This thesis is the second step in the
development of such a new instrument and presents the research that bridged the gap
in knowledge about the selected tissue grasp and release method and the knowledge
required to design the instrument. In this document you will find the research article
discussing the investigated relations and the consequences the results have on the de-
sign of an eye surgery instrument. It is completed with appendices that discuss relevant
topics in more detail.

The author owes special thanks to Jenny Dankelman, Arjan Knulst and Sander
Schutte for their suggestions, motivating words, our fruitful discussions and their critical
feedback on the contents of this thesis. Thankful words go to Jan van Meurs for his
explanation of the surgical procedure and for his enthusiastic collaboration in this
project. Thanks also to Kristel Maaijwee and Elsbeth van Zeeburg for their support
in the experiments. At last, I would like to thank my family and friends for their
motivating support.

Delft, March 2010
Arnoud Tukker
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ABSTRACT

Indirect Heat Induced Attachment and Detachment
(HIAD) is a promising concept for gripping delicate tis-
sues in ophthalmic surgery. However, the optimal set-
tings of attaching to and detaching from delicate tis-
sues are unknown. This study presents the effects of the
instrument heating properties and initial contact force
on the adhesion force, detachment success and thermal
damage.

An instrument prototype was developed to test
attachment and detachment for different combina-
tions of generated heat (3.5-20.0mJ) and pulse length
(0.25-2.50ms). Thermal tissue damage was estimated
with electro-thermal FEM simulations and histological
analysis.

The adhesion force depended strongly on the
amount of generated heat and contact force. Pulse
length played a minor role. Detachment success was
determined by the maximum instrument temperature.
Thermal tissue damage was strongly related to the
amount of generated heat, the effect of pulse length was
marginal. In RPE-choroid graft analysis, the RPE cells

were not affected by heat.
HIAD proved sensitive to heating characteristics

and tissue properties. Nevertheless, this principle cre-
ates potential to build better performing tissue manipu-
lators.

INTRODUCTION
Handling delicate tissues in minimally invasive

surgery is problematic due to a lack of proper instru-
ments. For instance, during the ophthalmic procedure
’Free RPE-choroid Graft Transplantation’ (FGT) [1, 2]
handling problems were expected to reduce the surgical
outcome [3]. Grabbing a vulnerable healthy tissue graft
from a donor location in the eye and releasing it at the
diseased location without damaging the graft was cum-
bersome [3]. In such procedures, a better instrument for
tissue graft handling will improve the post-operative re-
sult [Appendix A].

A promising alternative concept for grabbing and
releasing a tissue graft was presented: indirect Heat
Induced Attachment and Detachment (HIAD) [4]. In
experiments, a resistively heated metal wire was used
to successfully attach and detach tissue samples. Not
much is known about the indirect HIAD principle. At-
tachment is probably caused by protein denaturation
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[5, 6] and is therefore dependent on tissue temperature,
time and tissue type [7, 8]. Only short heating was re-
quired for continuous attachment, presumably since de-
naturation is an irreversible reorganization of protein
structures [9]. Detachment is probably caused by va-
porizing cell fluids on quick temperature rises [4, 10]
and is thus dependent on heat transfer, time and tissue
type. In HIAD, tissue damage is expected to be mainly
thermally induced [4] and therefore tissue temperature,
time and tissue type are critical [11]. However, how
instrument heating characteristics and contact force in-
fluence adhesion force, detachment success and thermal
damage is unknown [Appendix B]. Though, for imple-
mentation of indirect HIAD in a tissue manipulator, this
information is required.

The aim of this study was to experimentally deter-
mine the relations between:

1. instrument heating and adhesion force,
2. contact force and adhesion force,
3. instrument heating and detachment,
4. instrument heating and thermal tissue damage

for an indirect-HIAD based micro tissue-manipulator.
Since the FGT procedure is exemplary for the applica-
tion field of indirect HIAD, this research was based on
the FGT case [Appendix A].

METHODS
Instrument heating is defined by the amount of gen-

erated heat and length of the heat pulse because both
variables are not heating-principle specific. Therefore,
the results can be translated to other heating-principle
solutions. Thermal tissue damage is translated in the
quantitative variable Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) dimen-
sions.

To test relation 1, 2 and 3, an experimental setup
was developed that consists of 1) a HIAD instrument
prototype, 2) a force measurement device, 3) an instru-
ment actuator and 4) a data acquisition element [Ap-
pendix C].

Instrument prototype
Based on the FGT procedure, the HIAD instrument

prototype required a flat, biocompatible heated area of
0.3mm2, able to heat to 200 ◦C within 1ms in a 25 ◦C
balanced salt solution (BSS) environment. Further-
more, it had to be able to record the amount of gener-
ated heat, pulse length and instrument temperature dur-
ing instrument heating.

The instrument is based on the resistive heating
principle: passage of an electric current through a con-
ductor releases heat. The heating element in the heater
(Fig. 1) is part of an electric circuit involving a 12V
battery, a high power potentiometer, a software con-
trolled mosfet switch and a 10mΩ resistor. The switch
and potentiometer settings determine the electric cur-
rent block pulse, which is supplied to the heating ele-
ment. The heating element consists of a 0.025mm thick
platinum foil (99.9% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) track, re-
duced in width to 0.30mm over a length of 2.0mm to
obtain relatively high resistance and low thermal capac-
ity for quick thermal responses in heating and passive
cool down. As shown in Figures 1 and 5, the heating el-
ement is clamped over a Teflon substrate with two brass
electrodes. Only the 1.0mm mid section of the heating
element may touch the tissue. Therefore, the end sec-
tions, which are required to avoid temperature gradi-
ents over the heated surface, are bend out of the contact
plane.

Relation 1 was tested with a 0.30mm wide heating
element, while Experiments 2 and 3 were performed
with a 0.31mm wide element. Both used heating el-
ements demonstrated diverse thermal characteristics.
This affected the requested electric input, but had no
influence on the presented results. After assembly, the
heating elements were de-greased and during experi-
ments, the heated surface was cleaned every graft ex-
change with a wet paper kitchen towel.

Force measurement device
Testing relation 1-3 required a device to measure

push and pull forces on the graft accurately.
A device, consisting of a tissue clamp, mechanical

amplifier and a loadcell (HBM PW4MC3 3N), as shown
schematically in Figure 2, was built to acquire forces
applied on the tissue graft with 0.2±0.03mN accuracy.
Every experiment, the device was calibrated to ensure
measurement precision.

Instrument actuator
An instrument actuator was required to accurately

apply the intended instrument-tissue contact force and
to load the created bonds with a gently increasing pull
force ( δF

δ t = 0.2mN/s) without stick-slip behaviour, to
approximate surgical loads.

Figure 2 presents a schematic drawing of the instru-
ment actuator that translates, and applies forces to, the
heater in horizontal direction by controlling the length
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Electrode

Heating element
Teflon 
substrate

10mm

FIGURE 1: Close-up of the heater (top); the supply and ground
electrode clamp the heating element over the white Teflon heater
substrate. In the lower left picture the part of the heating element
that contacts the graft is highlighted in red and the Teflon substrate
edges are emphasized. The lower right picture shows a new heating
element, prior to assembly, on 5mm squared paper.

of a tension spring. Spring length is controlled by the
operator via a fixed-rpm motor, connected to the spring
via a cable pulley.

Depending on graft elasticity, the pull force gradi-
ent was δF

δ t ≈ 0.13±0.07mN/s.

Data acquisition
Voltage drops over the 10mΩ resistor and the heater

were sampled at 133 kHz with an AD-converter (USB-
2523, MCC, USA), connected to a computer running
Matlab (The MathWorks, USA) for experiment control,
data acquisition and signal processing. The amplified
loadcell output was sampled at 200 Hz and the corre-
sponding tissue forces were plotted real time to provide
visual feedback for instrument actuation control.

The realized heat pulse properties were calculated
as follows: the circuit’s electric current (I) and pulse
length (t) were determined from the voltage drop over
the resistor. The voltage drop over the heater and I de-
termined the heater’s resistance (Rh) over time. The re-
sistance of the platinum heating element (Rhe) is lin-
early related to the heating element temperature by the
Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCRplatinum =
3.9 · 10−3K−1). A calibration procedure in the range

Load 
cell

HeaterTissue clamp

Motor driven 
cable pulley

Force measurement Instrument actuator

BSS

FIGURE 2: This schematic figure shows the force measurement
device and instrument actuator of the HIAD experimental setup.
The tissue graft is clamped on its long sides to the lower end of the
mechanical force amplifier (left insert). The loadcell is preloaded by
a 3◦ initial rotation of the amplifier beam. The horizontal position
of, and force applied on, the heater is controlled with the length of
the red spring in the instrument actuator. Spring length is adjusted
with a motor driven cable pulley. The right insert shows a close up
of the heater with the heating element clamped over the white Teflon
substrate by two brass electrodes. All experiments were performed
in a BSS reservoir.

25− 100 ◦C revealed the relation between Rh and Rhe.
Rhe was calculated from Rh for every sample to derive
1) the heating element temperature over time and 2) the
amount of generated heat. Temperature was calculated
from ∆Rhe with the theoretical TCR relation for every
sample. The temperatures presented in this article are
an average over the 2.0mm long heating element. The
amount of generated heat is calculated over the 1.0mm
mid section of the heating element, thus the section that
contacts the tissue, by summation of I2 ·Rhe(1mm) ·tsample
over the pulse.

Calculated values for temperature and generated
heat had a maximum uncertainty of±15%, pulse length
uncertainty was ±0.02ms [Appendix C.6].

Tissue
For practical reasons, the HIAD principle is tested

on renal cortex grafts from porcine kidneys. Similar
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to choroid tissue, it has a dense capillary structure and
a smooth surface. Renal cortex grafts were prepared
from 1±0.25mm thick kidney slices, cut along the cap-
illary plane. Before use, kidney fluids were wiped off
the grafts. One graft hosts up to 16 fresh test locations,
arranged at 1mm intervals, and is clamped on its long
edges to the force measurement device [Appendix C.5].

Since tissue specific protein composition affects
adhesion [8], an exploring test was performed to
measure the adhesion force on both tissue types for
one instrument heating setting. The adhesion on renal
cortex (N=10) and choroid (N=20) was comparable,
both in mean and variation. This result seems to
confirm the choice of renal cortex as replacement for
choroid [Appendix E.1.1].

The general protocol for, and terminology used in,
the experiments is explained in Figure 3.

0 10 20 30 40 50
-4

0

4

Time [s]

F tis
su

e [m
N

] F
a

Attachment pulse

Detachment pulse

F
c
 

FIGURE 3: General protocol for Experiment 1-3: the plot dis-
plays the force exerted on the tissue graft (Ftissue) over time. The
instrument is gradually pressed to the graft until the intended con-
tact force (Fc) is reached, then the attachment pulse is fired, after
several seconds the instrument actuator gently decreases the press-
ing force and starts pulling with a constant pull force gradient (=
δF
δ t ) until the instrument-tissue bond breaks. The adhesion force

(Fa) is equal to the maximum Ftissue, which is recorded continu-
ously except for the heating pulse(s) moments. In Experiment 3,
the (optional) detachment pulse is fired when Ftissue = 0.3mN. The
remaining pull force determines the detachment success.

Experiment 1
Instrument heating⇒ adhesion force
The effect of instrument heating on adhesion force in
normal direction, i.e. perpendicular to the graft’s sur-
face, was tested experimentally according to the proto-
col presented in Figure 3. Table 1 and Figure 4 show
the settings of 109 randomly performed experiments,
all tested twice in subsequent order (N=218). Adhe-
sion force was also tested without heat pulse (N=16)
to check whether the measured adhesion force is re-

Attachment Detachment

Exp. Fc [mN] Q [mJ] t [ms] Q [mJ] t [ms]

1 2.0 3.5-20.0 0.25-2.50 - -

2 0.5-4.0 9.2 0.77 - -

3 2.0 9.4 0.77 3.5-16.0 0.25-1.50

TABLE 1: Tested input variables and settings for Experiment 1-3.
The specific combinations of instrument heating settings (Q & t) are
shown in Figure 4.
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FEM simulation settings, N=5
Attachment pulse settings, N=218
Detachment pulse settings, N=140
Standard: attach(L), detach(R)

FIGURE 4: Tested instrument heating settings for the FEM sim-
ulations, attachment and detachment experiments. Since all attach-
ment and detachment pulse settings are tested twice, many trials co-
incide in this plot. The standard attachment and detachment pulses
are used for Experiment 2 and 3.

ally heat induced. The relations between the amount
of generated heat, pulse length and adhesion force were
determined by a surface fit to the raw adhesion force
measurements at specific instrument heating settings.
The surface fit algorithm is based on ridge regression;
a trade off between the least-squares-error and surface
smoothness.

Additionally, adhesion force was tested in tan-
gential direction without (N=7) and with (N=7) heat
pulse (9.1mJ & 0.77ms) to have an indication whether
the adhesion strength is direction-dependent or not.
The setup was not capable of measuring contact force
in tangential configuration. Therefore, the heater
was pressed to the graft until tissue deformation was
observed.
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Experiment 2
Contact force⇒ adhesion force
The effect of contact force on adhesion force was tested
experimentally for the settings listed in Table 1. The
contact force range was split into 36 uniformly dis-
tributed forces, which were selected randomly and suc-
cessively tested twice (N=72) according to the protocol
in Figure 3. The tested range was based on visual tissue
deformations: Fc = 0.5mN corresponds to slight con-
tact, while at Fc = 4.0mN the graft’s surface clearly de-
formed. The instrument’s contact surface consisted of
the heating element and (part of) the supporting struc-
ture (Fig. 1 and 5).

The effective contact area is expected to be contact
force related, since it is a combination of a soft (tissue)
and a rigid (heating element) material. HIAD bond
strength is assumed to depend on effective contact
area [5], therefore a power trendline (y = a · xb) is used
to estimate the relation between contact- and adhesion
force.

Experiment 3
Instrument heating⇒ detachment
The effect instrument heating on detachment success
is tested according to the protocol in Figure 3 for the
settings presented in Table 1. Figure 4 shows 70 ran-
domly performed detachment pulse settings, all tested
twice in subsequent order (N=140). Prior to the de-
tachment pulse, a pull force (Ftissue) of 0.3mN was ap-
plied. Detachment success: no, partial or full detach-
ment depended on the value of Ftissue after the detach-
ment pulse was fired. Ftissue < 0.2mN was considered
full, 0.2 ≤ Ftissue ≤ 2.8mN partial and Ftissue > 2.8mN
no detachment.

A potential drawback of indirect HIAD might be
reattachment [4]. Therefore, another test (N=8) was
performed to determine the adhesion force after an
attachment and detachment pulse (9.0mJ & 0.77ms
respectively 10.7mJ & 1.25ms) had been applied at
2mN contact force.

FEM electro-thermal simulation
A Finite Element Method (FEM) model was set

up firstly to improve the design of the heater, and sec-
ondly to predict the effect of instrument heating on the
Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) dimensions in the tissue
[Appendix D]. Figure 5 presents the 3D FEM model
of the heater, tissue patch (partly) and BSS environ-

ment of which the thermal response on electric cur-
rent block pulses was simulated. The simulations were
performed in Comsol Multiphysics 3.5 (COMSOL AB,
Sweden) with simulation type: Electro-Thermal →
Joule-heating→ Transient (3D).

Compared to the real situation, the FEM simula-
tion is simplified on four aspects: 1) tissue and BSS
have the material properties of water [12, 13], 2) ma-
terial phase changes are excluded, 3) components are
perfectly smooth and aligned and 4) material deforma-
tions due to thermal expansion are not considered. The
model’s internal surfaces are thermally and electrically
coupled (continuity), all external surfaces are thermally
and electrically insulated. The initial temperature was
25 ◦C, corresponding to the surgeon’s estimate of BSS
temperature during surgery. The electric potential on all
surfaces was 0.0V .

The simulation input consisted of block shaped
electric current pulses, fed into one electrode for the
heating phase, followed by a period without inward
current to simulate the cool down phase. The second
electrode served as electrical ground. The simulation
outputs the amount of generated heat, visualizations of
the 3D HAZ by means of selected isothermal surfaces
and local heating element and tissue temperatures at the
simulated time intervals.

Two levels of thermal damage were distinguished,
based only on temperature: the 43 ◦C isotherm
(HAZ43), enclosing the volume of irreversible cellular
effects, which occur from 45 ◦C [10] and the 60 ◦C
isotherm (HAZ60), corresponding to the boundary of
immediate irreversible damage [14].

Experiment 4
Instrument heating⇒ Heat Affected Zone
The effects of generated heat and pulse length on
the HAZ dimensions were tested with electro-thermal
FEM simulations. Absolute HAZ dimensions were also
determined experimentally by histological examination
of two RPE-choroid grafts. Figure 4 presents all five
simulated instrument heating settings: three at equal
pulse length to test the influence of generated heat and
three at equal amount of energy to determine the effect
of pulse length on HAZ43 and HAZ60 dimensions. All
simulations consisted of the heating phase, followed by
a 125ms passive cool down phase to generate insight in
the instrument temperature profile over time.

Both RPE-choroid tissue samples for histologi-
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FIGURE 5: The FEM model for thermal simulations involves:
Teflon substrate (grey), heating element made of Platinum foil (or-
ange), supply and ground electrode (blue), tissue patch (pink) and
the BSS environment (transparent). The BSS environment dimen-
sions are large enough not to influence the systems thermal charac-
teristic.

cal analysis were harmed - on 11 locations on the
choroidal side - by the standard attachment and detach-
ment pulse (Fig. 4) in the detachment experiment pro-
tocol. For light microscopy, the tissue was fixed in
4% buffered paraformaldehyde and subsequently em-
bedded in paraffin wax and processed for serial section-
ing (10µm thick sections). The tissue was stained with
haematoxylin and eosin (HE). To assess thermal dam-
age of the graft, attention was paid to the structure of
the vessels of the choroid and choriocapillaris. In ad-
dition, the continuity of the RPE as a single layer was
evaluated.

RESULTS
Experiment 1

Figure 6 shows 1) the adhesion forces, measured in nor-
mal direction, for different combinations of generated
heat and pulse length, 2) the adhesion forces obtained
from the experiments without heat pulse and 3) the sur-
face fit applied to the combined dataset.

The amount of generated heat seems dominant over
pulse length in its effect on adhesion force. Success-
ful attachment was obtained within a limited segment
of generated heat; increasing from 9−11mJ at 0.75ms
to 12− 14mJ at 2.50ms. This general trend is inter-

rupted at pulse length interval 1.25−1.75ms. The max-
imum heater temperature (Tmax) for the whole segment
appeared to be 170± 10 ◦C. Significant variations in
adhesion force existed in the trial pairs: for 50% of the
pairs the relative difference was more than 25% [Ap-
pendix E.1.1].

The adhesion force in the control experiments,
without instrument heating, did not exceed 0.03mN.
Based on the surface fit, the maximum obtained
bond strength was 2.5mN, or 8.3mN/mm2 (peak at
10mJ & 0.75ms).

Ploughing of the heater through the tissue graft
was observed in all adhesion force tests in tangential
direction. Therefore, the measured forces were biased
by ploughing forces. Nevertheless, in all trials a force
drop of ∆Ftissue ≥ 74% was observed, which was absent
when only ploughing was tested [Appendix E.1.1].

FIGURE 6: Results of the adhesion force measurements for 109
combinations of generated heat and pulse length, each tested twice
(black *). The figure also includes the results of experiments with-
out instrument heating (N=16), to verify whether the measured ad-
hesion is truly induced by heat. The surface fit illustrates the main
characteristics of the relation between adhesion force, generated
heat and pulse length. About half of the datapoints are covered by
the surface fit.

Experiment 2
Figure 7 presents the measured datapoints and the
general trend in the relation between contact force
and adhesion force. Although the datapoints are
quite scattered, R2 = 0.4377 for the power fit, the ad-
hesion force seems to rise with increasing contact force.
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FIGURE 7: Adhesion forces for attachment experiments (N=72)
with identical instrument heating settings and contact force varying
from 0.5mN to 4.0mN; 0.5mN corresponds to slight instrument-
tissue contact, while at 4.0mN tissue deformation was clearly vis-
ible. The power trendline (y = a · xb) aims to clarify the general
tendency of the scattered data.

Experiment 3
Figure 8 presents the results of the detachment ex-
periments for 2 x 70 combinations of pulse length
and amount of generated heat. Obviously, detachment
seems to be almost independent of pulse length in the
investigated domain; the amount of generated heat de-
termined the detachment success. Roughly below 5mJ,
which corresponded to Tmax ≤ 80 ◦C, there was no de-
tachment. Full detachment occurred when the amount
of generated heat was over 8mJ, which matched to
Tmax ≥ 130 ◦C for this instrument prototype. The sec-
tion between 5mJ and 8mJ accommodates the transi-
tion zone from no to full detachment, mentioned partial
detachment in this research.

The adhesion forces in the reattachment experi-
ments ranged from 1.0 to 2.0mN [Appendix E.2].

Experiment 4
Table 2 lists the HAZ43 and HAZ60 volumes and the heat
penetration depth for three levels of generated heat at
equal pulse lengths, as extracted from the FEM simula-
tions. Table 3 presents the same information for three
different pulse lengths with an equal amount of gener-
ated heat.

The results in Table 2 and 3 and observations on the
simulations leaded to the following insights [Appendix
E.3.1]:
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FIGURE 8: Detachment success (no / partial / full) for various
combinations of pulse length and generated heat (N=140). Each
marker represents one test, but many markers overlap. This figure,
and the detachment tests in general, involves no information on the
probability of successful detachment.

t = 1.25 ms

11.9 mJ 14.3 mJ 19.7 mJ

HAZ43
0.094mm3 0.118mm3 0.174mm3

0.137mm 0.158mm 0.200mm

HAZ60
0.047mm3 0.058mm3 0.086mm3

0.085mm 0.100mm 0.130mm

TABLE 2: HAZ volumes and heat penetration depths, as extracted
from the FEM simulations, to test the effect of the amount of gen-
erated heat on thermal tissue damage.

• The larger the amount of generated heat, the larger
the HAZ volume (in all directions).
• HAZ dimensions were independent of pulse length

(< 2.5ms).
• Passive cool down to Ttissue ≤ 43 ◦C lasted at least

75ms, which is relatively very slow compared to the
heating process (≤ 2.5 ms).
• For all tested settings, the HAZ43 expanded sig-

nificantly during cool down, while the HAZ60 was
completely established during the heating phase.
• For example for simulated setting

11.9mJ & 1.25ms, Tmax along the 1.0mm heating
element midsection varied from 240 ◦C at the
corners to 330 ◦C in the center. Temperature
variations along the heating element decreased
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Q = 14.3 mJ

0.50 ms 1.25 ms 2.50 ms

HAZ43
0.116mm3 0.118mm3 0.113mm3

0.157mm 0.158mm 0.153mm

HAZ60
0.056mm3 0.058mm3 0.055mm3

0.099mm 0.100mm 0.097mm

TABLE 3: HAZ volumes and heat penetration depths, as extracted
from the FEM simulations, to test the effect of pulse length on ther-
mal tissue damage.

when generated power ([W ]) decreased.

Histologic analysis, to assess the thermal damage on
RPE-choroid grafts, led to the following observations.
The choroidal and choriocapillary vessels had normal
anatomical appearances in the majority of the sections.
Only at very local and few places the choroidal anatomy
was abnormal. It was unclear to the examiner whether
this was due to pre-existing abnormalities, to mechani-
cal stimuli or due to thermal damage. The tissue in these
small abnormal areas had no colour changes (darker),
which might be associated with thermal damage.

The length and width of this abnormal areas were
always less than about 200µm. Those dimensions were
roughly estimated according to the number of sections
(10µm per section) that exhibited this abnormality and
according to the known mean size of choroidal vessels.
The RPE layer was continuous in all sections, whether
or not the underlying choroidal vessels were anatomical
disturbed. Despite this continuity, the RPE layer had a
degenerated appearance in all sections.

DISCUSSION
This section starts with a discussion of the research

results and continuous with the perspective of imple-
menting indirect HIAD in a FGT manipulator.

Research results
Experiment 1

The results indicated that adhesion (bond) strength is
mainly determined by the amount of generated heat;
pulse length is the less dominant variable of instrument
heating. A bad concurrence of factors probably caused
the adhesion force defect between 1.25−1.75ms. Sev-
eral datapoints in this region appeared to be tested on

the same graft, so causes might be residual kidney fluids
or a contaminated heating element. The same reasons,
as well as high sensitiveness of attachment reliability to
tissue properties, are expected to be responsible for the
large adhesion variations amongst trials. Analysis of the
effect of these variations on the surface fit showed that
the general shape of the fit was not biased by it [Ap-
pendix E.1.1]. Control experiments, without heating,
proved the obtained adhesion forces were heat induced
and not biased by other adhesion mechanisms.

Although the adhesion force tests in tangential di-
rection failed due to ploughing effects, the observed
force drop strongly indicates the existence of an heat
induced bond and thus a tangential component of adhe-
sion force [Appendix E.1.1].

The maximum obtained adhesion force per unit
of area was 8.3mN/mm2, assuming adhesion over the
complete heated contact surface. In literature, this ra-
tio is 20mN/mm2 [4, 5]. Besides expectable variations
according to another tissue type, this significant devia-
tion is likely to be caused by 1) the heater’s temperature
profile and 2) the non-uniform temperature distribution
along the heating element [Appendix F.1].

Figure 9 shows the instrument’s temperature profile
for the attachment pulse that led to strongest adhesion.
The maximum (average) heating element temperature
was 180 ◦C, while detachment is expected from a tissue
temperature of 100 ◦C [6–8,15]. Even for short heating,
a temperature difference of 80 ◦C between instrument
and contacting tissue is unlikely, so most probably the
amount of generated heat was dominant for attachment
success and the graft (partially) detached at the moment
of peak temperatures, leading to suboptimal adhesion.

The serious temperature gradients along the heated
surface, as revealed by the FEM simulations [Appendix
D.3], might have caused local adhesion variations over
the contact area. For example, if only 50% of the con-
tact area was in the proper temperature range for ad-
hesion, the strength is already in the order of literature
values.

The effectiveness of heat induced attachment is ex-
pected to improve considerable when the instrument is
able to supply the proper amount of heat in the proper
temperature range, thus the tissue temperature not
exceeding 100 ◦C and without temperature gradients
along the heated surface. FEM simulations showed
that the HAZ volume is approximately independent of
pulse length, therefore pulse length should depend on
generated heat and desired temperature profile. Figure
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FIGURE 9: Realized and proposed temperature profiles for the
standard attachment and detachment pulse (Fig. 4). The proposed
pulse profiles are expected to be more effective in generation of
higher bond strengths and avoidance of reattachment. However,
they are not tested and only indicate their preferred shape.

9 presents an indicative temperature profile that is ex-
pected to be more effective for heat induced attachment.

Experiment 2
To employ the full potential of heat induced attachment,
proper instrument-tissue contact during the attachment
phase proved essential. The relation found between
contact- and adhesion force matches the theory of an
increase in effective contact area when the contact
force increases, which is plausible with a combination
of a rigid (heater) and a flexible (tissue) material. The
saturation level in the tested relation is not relevant,
since the required contact force excels realistic values
for delicate tissue handling.

Experiment 3
Detachment success depends on the amount of gener-
ated heat or maximum heater temperature, both were
highly correlated in this specific setup. The effect of
pulse length seems negligible (< 1.50ms). The lower
limit for full detachment was 8mJ or Tmax = 130 ◦C.
Taking into account the factor time, 130 ◦C is plausi-
ble to reach 100 ◦C in the adhered tissue cells. Based
on the HIAD theory [4], the key factor for detachment
success is likely to be the maximum instrument temper-
ature. Opposite to attachment, the amount of generated
heat is less important and should be minimized in de-
tachment in order to decrease thermal damage.

Reattachment appeared to be a serious drawback,
at least for this HIAD instrument prototype. Moreover,

after applying the detachment pulse the bond strength
even increased compared to common adhesion force
test (N=4) on the same graft. This observation con-
firmed the claim of Vankov et al. [5] that bond strength
increases when multiple heat pulses are applied. The
detachment pulse temperature profile (Fig. 9) proba-
bly comprises the cause of reattachment; during cool
down, tissue might adhere again when the heating el-
ement crosses the adhesion temperature range (tissue:
70−100 ◦C) in a relatively long period (> 10ms).

Based on theory and the results, the expected op-
timal detachment temperature profile involves quick
heating to≥ 130 ◦C, preferably with an uniform heating
element temperature, followed by instant cool down to
≤ 50 ◦C, as indicated in Figure 9. Then, the amount of
thermal damage can decrease and reattachment might
cancel out.

When the results of attachment and detachment
experiments are compared, a conflict arises with the
established HIAD theory [4]. In this research, effective
attachment required more heat (involving a higher Tmax)
than effective detachment. Two reasons contribute to
this artifact: at first the heat transfer is likely to differ
between un-adhered and adhered tissue, since thermal
conductivity of tissue changes upon denaturation [16].
Secondly, the temperature profiles for the both the
attachment and detachment pulse were corresponding,
while for effective attachment the amount of generated
heat is dominant and for detachment the instrument
temperature. In the presented instrument prototype,
amount of generated heat and Tmax were almost linearly
coupled.

Experiment 4
From tissue damage point of view, the main concern is
to minimize the amount of generated heat. The newly
proposed temperature profile for more effective attach-
ment (Fig. 9) is based on the assumption that the rela-
tion between pulse length and HAZ also holds for pulse
lengths of 2.5− 10.0ms. However, additional tests are
required to determine whether this assumption is true.

The HAZ43 results should be interpreted as worst
case, since thermal tissue effects at 43 ◦C are still re-
versible [10], tissue is a worse heat conductor than wa-
ter and because of the short heating times [14]. There-
fore, the HAZ60 probably gives a more reliable estima-
tion of the absolute dimensions of the thermally dam-
aged volume. The FEM simulations did not account
for phase changes of the fluids, while fluid vaporiza-
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tion definitely affects heat transfer. Therefore, the re-
sults should be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, the
tested relations between heat, pulse length and HAZ are
independent of the absolute HAZ dimensions.

Compared to the experiment recordings, the
(average) heating element temperature was structural
25 ± 5% higher in the FEM simulations, probably
because heat drained off to the water film between the
heating element and Telfon substrate in the prototype
[Appendix D.3].

In histology, the size of the areas with anatomical
disturbed choroidal vessels (0.2 x 0.2mm) was smaller
than the heated area (1.0 x 0.3mm). This, together
with the observation that no tissue colour changes were
observed, is suggestive that no obvious thermal tissue
damage of the RPE-choroid graft is induced by indirect
HIAD. The degenerated RPE layer is very likely corre-
lated to the time delay between death of the pig and the
experiment and, moreover, that the graft was secured to
the test setup at its RPE side with its resulting damage.

Even if the choroid of the graft is locally disturbed
by thermal damage, this is very unlikely to have a nega-
tive influence on revascularisation of the graft or on the
overlying RPE. Therefore, one might conclude that the
thermal damage used in the HIAD procedure to grasp
and release tissue is harmless to the RPE-choroid graft.

The absolute HAZ dimensions can be validated
with the histological examination results. However,
it is hardly possible to distinguish between thermal
and mechanical damage, even for pathologists [11].
Moreover, in-vitro tests can give a substantial different
perceived thermal damage than in-vivo tests [11].

Methodology evaluation
Two factors of the experimental methodology are
expected to have had an impact on the measured ad-
hesion forces. At first, the control over contamination
of the heated surface was limited; cleaning happened
only during graft exchange. Although contamination
was never visible, it might be one of the reasons
for adhesion variations among similar experiments.
Secondly, variations in pull-force gradient, due to
variations in graft thickness, caused variations in the
measured adhesion force. An exploring test (N=17)
showed that the measured force roughly doubled when
the pull-force gradient was more than three times its
nominal value, displaying a saturation level [Appendix
E.1.1]. At nominal pull-force gradient, approximating

’continuous’ loading in surgery, the tissue (partly)
peeled of the heater, sometimes obvious visible as
phased instrument-tissue bond failure.

Future research
To boost the potential of the indirect HIAD principle,
future research should focus on effective heat pulse
characteristics to enhance attachment reliability and
solve the reattachment problem. When effective heat
pulse characteristics are clear, multiple pulse attach-
ment can enhance adhesion strength even further. The
effect of heated-area and -shape is still unknown, but
might be essential for implementation. The heated sur-
face material and roughness can also play a role [17].
For implementation, the optimal trade off between ad-
hesion strength, detachment success and thermal dam-
age has to be determined [Appendix F.3].

Implementation of HIAD in FGT surgery
An indirect HIAD manipulator for FGT surgery re-

quires at least 4 heating elements, corresponding to the
RPE-Choroid graft corners to prevent graft folding and
enable vessel ingrowth. Assuming graft dimensions of
3 x 3 x 0.25mm, each heat point should be able to bear
1.7mN (derived from [18]). Based on a negative estima-
tion of the peel-off force, the HIAD instrument-tissue
adhesion is still four times as large as the retina-RPE
adhesion [Appendix C.1.1].

Based on the tested adhesion strength, HAZ vol-
ume and required strength, the thermally affected vol-
ume of the graft will be approximately 11% or 6% (for
the 43 ◦C, respectively the 60 ◦C isotherm) [Appendix
F.2.3]. This amount is estimated to be comparable to
the (mechanical) damage induced by existing graft ma-
nipulators. In contrast to using existing manipulators,
in HIAD the RPE cells remain unaffected. Compared
to other thermal therapies, like coagulation, the thermal
damage in indirect HIAD is minor.

Electric circuitry in vivo involves potential haz-
ards. Since voltages are low (≤ 5V DC) and tissue re-
sistivity relatively high, the current density in the tis-
sue will be (much) lower than 40mA/cm2 at very short
pulses, which is expected to be harmless [Appendix
F.2.3]. For example, another intra-ocular device applied
50mA/cm2 for 5 minutes and was considered safe [19].
Absolute safety is obtained when the electric energy can
only be released in limited amounts, even in case of cir-
cuit failure. The contact force, required for effective at-
tachment, is a potential source of mechanical damage.
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Implementation of indirect HIAD in a handheld
ophthalmic device requires serious downscaling of the
prototype and electronics. To achieve that, the battery
should be replaced by a capacitor.

The end effector, involving four heating elements
and supply wires, requires advanced chip technologies
for manufacturing and should be (partly) enclosed in a
biocompatible case, enabling disinfection. An end ef-
fector with retractable heating elements, to avoid reat-
tachment, is not realistic because of motion timing chal-
lenges and available space [Appendix F.2.3].

Indirect HIAD could be the solution to handle del-
icate tissues on which one-side gripping is essential.
When the reliability and reattachment challenges are
solved, indirect HIAD could be applied in other surgi-
cal disciplines dealing with manipulation of vulnerable
cell layers or membranes, e.g. brain surgery.

Although indirect Heat Induced Attachment and
Detachment sounds like a harmful principle to grasp
and release tissues, it can manipulate grafts effectively
and reduce damage compared to conventional instru-
ments.
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Appendix A

Case: Free RPE-choroid Graft
Transplantation

A micro tissue gripper can be useful in a wide variety of clinical applications. To
become aware of the opportunities and limitations of the application field, a specific
application is chosen that involves the basic elements; vulnerable tissue, minimally
invasive and small scale. This appendix presents a specific application; the case of Free
RPE-choroid Graft Transplantation (FGT), where the clinical success rate is influenced
negatively because there is no proper tool for a critical part of the intervention. Section
A.1 explains the anatomy of the human eye to understand the disease of Exudative Age-
Related Macular Degeneration, which is discussed in Section A.2. A surgical procedure
to cure this disease, FGT, is described in Section A.3.

A.1 Anatomy of the human eye [1]

Figure A.1 shows a schematic cross-section of the human eyeball, indicating the anatom-
ical names of the major parts. Fibrous tunic forms the outermost layer of the eye and
consists of the clear, transparent cornea and the white opaque sclera. Both tissue
types are collagenous and together they provide an elastic balloon that maintains the
eye’s shape. The middle layer, uveal tract, consists of the choroid posteriorly, the iris
anteriorly and the ciliary body intermediately. The uveal tract contains most of the
vascularization of the eye. The innermost layer of the eye is the retina, which is con-
nected to the central nervous system by the optic nerve. The retina originates at the
optic nerve and terminates at the ora serrata1. The inside of the eye is almost entirely
filled with a gel-like transparent substance, called vitreous.

The retina is composed of the neural retina and the Retinal Pigment Epithelium
(RPE). Figure A.1 shows the fovea, which is responsible for high-resolution visual
acuity. The fovea is located near the center of the macula, also known as the yellow
spot. The single-cell RPE-layer consists of hexagonal shaped cells with a diameter and

1the junction between the ciliary body and the retina
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Figure A.1
Cross-sectional view of the human eye, indicating the anatomical names for of the different
elements [2].
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thickness of approximately 14µm.
The uveal tract consists of four different layers. From the retina to the sclera

these layers are: Bruch’s Membrane, Choriocapillaris, Choroidal Stroma and Supra-
choroidea. The Choriocapillaris contains small blood vessels that are fed by the large
blood vessels from the Choroidal Stroma. The Suprachoroidea has long branched and
interconnected collagen structures. The Choriocapillaris, Choroidal Stroma and Supra-
choroidea together form the Choroid, which has a thickness varying from 270µm near
the fovea to 150− 200µm at the periphery. Bruch’s Membrane has a thickness of only
a few micrometers.

A.2 Exudative Age-Related Macular Degeneration [3]

Age-Related Macular Degeneration (ARMD) is the leading cause of incurable blindness
and visual impairment in industrialized countries in persons over 50 years old. In
2003, the Netherlands counted approximately 66.000 persons suffering from loss of
quality of life due to the most common form of ARMD [4]. Causes of ARMD are still
not fully understood, only some risk factors can be indicated. ARMD occurs in two
distinct forms, atrophic and neovascular ARMD. The atrophic form, also known as
geographic or dry ARMD, is characterized by clear spots of atrophy2 of the RPE and
choriocapillaris layer.

Neovascular ARMD is better known as exudative or wet ARMD, therefore it is
mentioned exudative ARMD in the remainder of this report. In the Netherlands there
are around 4550 new patients each year [4]. The exudative form is characterized by
choroidal neovascularization (CNV) between the retina and RPE layer resulting in
subsequent heamorrhagic retinal detachment, scarring and retinal atrophy. Figure A.2
gives an impression of a healthy and a diseased cross-section of the human retina-choroid
complex. The left picture shows the healthy situation, the right picture clearly shows
the new blood vessels that sprout from the choroid and the resulting retinal detachment.
Figure A.3 shows a typical example of the visual field of someone suffering exudative
ARMD. Henceforth, this report focuses on the exudative form of ARMD which is twice
as common as the atrophic form [4].

Exudative ARMD is treated in different ways, both surgical and non-surgical. The
non-surgical methods only slow down or stop further neovascularization, none of them
can restore lost vision. However, clinicians only use surgical interventions when the non-
surgical methods are no longer effective. Main reason for the preference to non-surgical
treatments is the difficulty of a minimally invasive eye intervention. Of the available
surgical interventions, FGT seems to have the best restoration of visual acuity, taken
the drawbacks of other interventions into account. The method of FGT is pioneered
and used by Prof. dr. JC van Meurs at the Rotterdam Eye Hospital. The surgical
procedure of FGT is described in detail in the next section.

2atrophy means loss of the organ’s function
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Figure A.2
Healthy (left) and exudative ARMD affected (right) cross section of the human retina-
choroid complex [5].

Figure A.3
Typical visual field for patients suffering exudative Age Related Macular Degeneration.
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A.3 Macular surgery: Free RPE Graft Transplantation

Understanding the use of surgical instruments is the key to successful instrument devel-
opment. Therefore, Section A.3.1 describes the characteristic steps that are performed
by the surgeon during FGT. The demand for a new device originates from certain
specific problems in the FGT intervention. These problems are highlighted in Section
A.3.2.

A.3.1 Surgical procedure [4, 6]

During the FGT-procedure the patient is fully anesthetized. Small minimally invasive
instruments and a light source are inserted through incisions in the anterior sclera
(Fig. A.4(a)). The surgeon looks via a microscope through the pupil into the eye. The
vitreous is removed and replaced by viscous silicon oil to keep the eyeball’s shape and
to create sufficient workspace. A small incision is made in the retina at about 5.5 mm
from the macula to remove the CNV affected tissue behind the macula with a subretinal
forceps (Fig. A.4(a)). Next, a diathermia tool is used to coagulate the choroidal vessels
of an approximately 5 x 6 mm square in the midperiphery of the retina (Fig. A.4(b)).
From within these diathermia boundaries, a 3 x 3 mm patch is cut from the retina
with a pair of scissors. The patch is loaded on a spatula or forceps before the retina is
removed from the patch (Fig. A.4(c)). The 3 x 3 mm patch without retina, consisting
of the RPE layer and the choroid, is properly placed in the submacular region via the
incision (Fig. A.4(d)). After patch placement, the silicone oil is replaced with fresh
silicone oil. Finally the scleral incisions are sutured. Bleeding during the removal of
CNV affected tissue is prevented by raising the intra ocular pressure from normal 2.00-
2.67 kPa (15-20 mmHg) to 16.00-18.67 kPa (120-140 mmHg) and slowly decreasing
afterwards. During the intervention pressure is only raised at the first sign of bleeding.

A.3.2 Problems [6, 7]

During the FGT intervention two serious problems arise that are not solved yet by
special designed instruments. The problems can lead to extra tissue manipulations,
causing tissue damage. Both problems, patch sticking and patch folding, are analyzed
in the following two paragraphs.

Patch folding

The patch folds to a cigar-shape right after the removal of the retina from the top of the
patch. The choroid layer forms the inner side of the cylinder and the RPE layer faces
outward (Fig. A.5). Although the insertion of a folded patch in the submacular space
is easier, a proper and flat installation is difficult. The patch needs to be flattened and
positioned during installation. The amount of tissue manipulation required usually
damages the sensitive RPE layer heavily, decreasing the intervention’s success rate.
Pictures of the patch in flat and folded form are presented in Figure A.5. Knulst [6]
hypothesized that two mechanisms are responsible for patch folding. At first, the blood
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(a) Removal of the Choroidal Neo Vasculariza-
tion (CNV) affected tissue.

(b) Cutting the patch from within diathermia
boundaries.

(c) Loading the patch on a spatula. (d) Placement of the patch underneath the fovea.

Figure A.4
Characteristic steps during free RPE graft transplantation [4].
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pressure in the approximately parallel choroidal vessels decreases when the patch is cut
(Fig. A.6). Due to the elastic properties of choroidal tissue the patch shrinks on the
choroidal side while the RPE side keeps the same volume, making the patch curl. The
second mechanism is based on the active contracture of vessels and surrounding tissue to
keep the pressure high. The pressure drop, when the vessels are cut, results in less stress
in the choroidal tissue. The tissue and vessel musculature try to compensate reduced
stress, resulting in patch folding due to a volume decrease of the patch’ choroidal side.

Figure A.5
Patch before (left) and after (right) removal of the retina. With retina the patch has a flat
geometry, without the retina it immediately curls up to a cylinder. In both cases the patch
is hold with a forceps. The left image shows a flat patch which is squeezed in the center
by the forceps. The right image presents the damage due to squeezing as the discoloured
part in the middle of the curled patch [6].

Figure A.6
Microscopic cross-sectional view of a RPE-choroid patch (magnification 10x). The dark
coloured outer line is the Bruch’s membrane with RPE cells on top. The right side of the
patch is folded. A zoomed detail picture is shown in Figure A.7 [6].
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Patch sticking

Patch sticking appears as a problem when the instrument is retracted from the sub-
macular space. The successful inserted patch tends to stick to the instrument causing
the patch to fold, move or even extract again. A folded patch results in a distorted
visual field for the patient. Moreover, the required additional tissue manipulation leads
to extra damage to the patch and its environment. The mechanism behind the sticking
behaviour is the adhesion at atomic and molecular level between tissue and forceps.
Soft tissue forms itself to the instrument’s surface, creating a large contact area. More-
over, the choroidal side of the patch has a rough structure with loose tissue fibers that
can entangle with the instrument (Fig. A.7). Research by Maaijwee et al. [8] pointed
out that vibration is useful for improved patch release. The minimal required threshold
amplitude is 0.15 mm, at a frequency of 100 Hz and higher.

Figure A.7
Detail from Figure A.6, magnification 20x. The choroidal vessels are flattened due to the
absence of blood pressure. Clearly visible is the irregular bottom surface with loose tissue
fibers [6].



Appendix B

Indirect Heat Induced
Attachment and Detachment

This appendix discusses the current state of knowledge of the indirect Heat Induced At-
tachment and Detachment principle, provides information about the underlying mech-
anisms and influencing factors and presents the requirements for implementation. Sec-
tion B.1 gives insight in the fixation mechanism and discusses the temperature, heating
time and tissue type effects on the resulting adhesion. Section B.2 describes the re-
lease mechanism and points out some pitfalls that can occur during the release phase.
Section B.3 throws a light on the factors determining tissue damage on short and long
term. The last Section, B.4, extracts knowledge from the leading three sections to
make an overview of the most relevant aspects that have to be taken into account when
designing an instrument based on indirect HIAD.

B.1 Fixation

Soft tissue adheres to an instrument when the instrument’s surface makes contact with
the tissue and the cells at the interface are heated to a temperature where the proteins
denature. In the principle of HIAD the instrument generates the heat and transfers it to
the tissue by conduction. This section starts with an overview of protein denaturation,
followed by three subsections that describe the effect of the main influencing factors:
1) tissue temperature, 2) time and 3) tissue type.

Tissue effects on elevated temperatures result from underlying molecular and cel-
lular responses, including expression of heat-shock proteins, cell death, protein denat-
uration, tissue coagulation and ablation. Protein denaturation is responsible for the
adhesive property, but the precise mechanism behind it is still unknown [9, 10, 11, 12].
Tissues are compositions of various cells and proteins, abundant water and ions. The
most abundant protein in the human body is collagen. Collagen denaturation has
a reversible and an irreversible step in which the collagen fibers change from native
(winded triple helix), to partially unfolded, to denatured state respectively [12, 13]. To
adhere to a surface, the collagen should be brought to its denatured state. Decreasing
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Denaturation temperature ( ◦C)
Sample Protein Literature Measured
Beef Myosin 54-58 59

Collagen 65-67 71
Actin 71-83 82

Chicken breast Myosin 57-58 62
Stromal/connective 64-65 70
Actin 78-81 82

Chicken thigh Myosin 57-60 64
Stromal/connective 63-69 70
Actin 76-79 80

Table B.1
Protein denaturation temperatures of different meat samples. Adapted from Bircan et
al. [16], who compared denaturation temperatures stated in literature with their own
measurements. The values confirm the hypothesis that protein denaturation of a tissue
sample depends on protein composition and measurement setup, so an exact denaturation
temperature for a specific tissue type can not be obtained.

the temperature after denaturation has no effect on the adhesion force because the
denaturation process is irreversible. The thermal effect on collagen depends upon three
issues: tissue temperature, time and tissue type (or the quality of the collagen) [14].
For clarity, these issues are the topics of the next subsections. However, the reader
should keep in mind that these three factors are interdependent.

B.1.1 Tissue temperature

Protein denaturation and temperature are not coupled by a linear relation, it is far more
complex. Researchers use the Arrhenius-equation (eq. B.1 on page 31) to approximate
the rate constants of the (ir)reversible reaction rates [12, 13]. That means that reaction
rate is exponentially related to temperature. For each tissue type, there is a specific
temperature at which maximum adhesion strength will develop (taken heating time
constant) [9], above that temperature the adhesion is suboptimal because cells break
down. The difficulty is that there is no specific temperature at which denaturation
occurs, it depends on heating time and tissue type [12]. However results of denaturation
temperature measurements give results like ≥ 53 ◦C [15], ≥ 55 ◦C [13] and 73 ◦C [10].
Other researchers describe it in terms of a temperature range like 43 − 60 ◦C [11]
or 65 − 75 ◦C [14]. Bircan and Barringer [16] measured denaturation temperatures
of several protein types in different meat and fish samples. Part of their results is
shown in Table B.1. Most measured temperatures are near the range of what they
found in literature. However, one can conclude from this table that the denaturation
temperatures of different proteins in one type of tissue differ substantially (≥ 10 ◦C).
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B.1.2 Heating time

The amount of protein denaturation depends on heating time [9, 12, 17]. Statements
about the relation between denaturation and time are not consistent, in literature both
linear [18] and exponential [12] are found. In fact, it seems like the delivered energy is
directly related to the process [19]. In experiments with heat induced adhesion, short
heating times (< 10ms) are the key for success [9, 19]. Adhesion strength increases when
more heat pulses are delivered to the tissue with sufficient time in between to prevent
heat accumulation. The strength reaches a saturation level after a few tens of pulses [9].
Short heating times minimize the effect of thermal diffusion in the tissue. In general,
denaturation temperature increases with higher heating rates (range 10− 0.5 ◦C/min),
but at faster heating than mentioned here is has no significant effect [16]. To achieve
desired tissue heating in the order of milliseconds, the instrument’s surface temperature
has to be high compared to the denaturation temperature.

B.1.3 Tissue type

Tissue composition is of great influence on the effectiveness of adhesion by protein
denaturation. Tissues can be grouped in those that are protein based (liver, kidney),
lipid based (adipose tissue) or composite tissues with both protein and lipid components
(breast). Thermal fixation hardly occurs in lipid-based tissues since the major portion
of the tissue is composed of adipocytes1 that contain minimal amounts (less than 10%)
of cytoplasmic protein [20]. Collagen is the major protein in the human body, therefore
it is interesting to find out the denaturation characteristics of collagen. The denatu-
ration temperature of collagen decreases with increased tissue hydration or increased
ion composition in the bathing solution, but it increases with age or mechanical load
[12, 14]. Soft collagenous tissues consist primarily of water, which plays a significant
role in governing their gross properties [12]. The role of water in denaturation is not
clear, several theories exist, but it is clear that cells shrink while expelling the intracel-
lular liquid [16]. As an upper estimate for the thermal properties of tissue, the values of
water can be used [17]. This claim is confirmed when comparing the heat conductivity
of water (0.561W/m ·K) with that of brain tissue (0.503 − 0.576W/m ·K) [21]. The
thermal conductivity is linear dependent on temperature, however this characteristic
alters when tissue has denatured [22]. Furthermore, much care should be taken in
using in vitro measured values for in vivo predictions. The effect of blood perfusion
is negligible at exposure durations not exceeding 1 second [17]. Other ’environmental’
factors like blood vessels, nerves and bone can alter the expected outcome of a thermal
treatment [20].

According to Knulst et al. [19] the heat induced instrument-tissue connection has
a strength of 1.7 mN/mm for a ø 50µm molybdenum wire. This bond strength is
equivalent to approximately 22 kPa or 22 · 103N/m2. The tests are performed on small
pieces of chicken meat in a saline solution. The measured bond strength is almost
similar to the results of Vankov et al. [9], who created a metal-tissue connection of

1specialized cells for fat storage
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20 kPa. Although these bonds are created with another principle (direct heating), the
adhesion mechanism is probably the same. The used tissue sample was rabbit cornea.
A linear relation between contact area and strength is expected [9]. The effectiveness
of the adhesion tests is really high, up to 100 % at a heating pulse time of 0.7 ms
[19]. The energy in the most effective tested pulse is somewhat more than 40 mJ. This
amount of energy is only a very rough indication because an unknown, but large, part
of it is lost to the surroundings.

B.2 Release

A tissue patch detaches from the instrument when the cells that form the connection
are evaporated. Applying sufficient heat (almost) instantly rises the tissue temperature
above 100 ◦C. This causes the intra- en extracellular fluid to change phase from liquid to
vapour, destroying the cell membranes mechanically due to the instantaneous pressure
rise [23, 11, 17, 24]. These cell explosions create a transient vapour cavity between the
heated surface and the tissue, thus disconnecting the two [9]. Small vapour bubbles
are noticed frequently at detachment during in vitro experiments [9, 19]. The effects
like destroying, explosion and vapour bubbles sound very disastrous. However, when
placing these in the context of single cells, the total effect on the level of a tissue patch
is very limited.

The required instrument surface temperature to induce cell vaporization is not com-
pletely clear. Palanker et al. [17] report that the explosive vaporization threshold is
between 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C, depending on the surface properties. Other researchers
probably used lower temperatures because at about 200 ◦C tissue carbonization is ini-
tiated [11, 24]. Quick supply of sufficient energy is probably the key to successful
detachment [19]. As with tissue adhesion, detachment is not only dependent on peak-
temperature, but also on pulse time, contact area and tissue properties. Knulst et al.
[19] achieved detachment effectiveness of over 90% and argues that it could be easily
improved to 100% when pulse time and pulse energy are carefully chosen. They used
detachment pulses of 1.0 to 1.5 milliseconds. Another idea for detachment is to use
repetitive pulses with lower detachment rates, but with the benefit that the energy per
pulse decreases [19]. After detachment there exists the risk of reattachment when the
heated surface crosses the adhesion temperature during cooling down.

Release effectiveness can be improved by a surface coating or by vibration of the
instrument. An example of a suitable coating is fluoroplastic [25], but drawbacks can
be expected in the adhesion force and in the speed of thermal response of the heated
surface. Research on tissue patch (1.5 x 2 mm) release pointed out the benefit of instru-
ment vibration. The minimum threshold amplitude for patch release is approximately
0.15 mm at a frequency of 100 Hz or higher [8].
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B.3 Damage

A heat induced micro tissue gripper will, without doubt, damage the handled tissue
to some extend. To have a clue about the amount and severity of the damage it is
interesting to look into the factors that influence the tissue damage. The main issues
that determine the tissue damage are local temperature, temperature history over time,
heated area and instrument’s contact force. To get a good understanding of the role of a
specific issue on the general tissue damage this section is split up into three subsections;
short term heating effects (Sec. B.3.1), long term heating effects (Sec. B.3.2) and other
potential damage sources (Sec. B.3.3).

B.3.1 Short term heating effects

Short term heating effects develop within minutes after tissue heating has started and
are highly dependent on temperature, time and heat source geometry. The relation
between tissue damage Ω, temperature T and time t1− t2 is described by the following
Arrhenius equation [15, 26]:

Ω = A

∫ t2

t1
exp(− E

RT
) dt (B.1)

where A is a premultiplication factor; E is the activation energy for denaturation; R
is the universal gas constant. The Arrhenius equation states that damage increases
exponentially with temperature and linearly with time. Although temperature and
time are highly interrelated, they are described separately in two subsequent para-
graphs, starting with temperature. The third paragraph discusses the spatial damage
distribution.

Tissue temperature

On short term heating of soft tissue results in the following subsequent effects: cell
enzyme alterations, initiation of cell death, immediate cell death, cell denaturation,
cell evaporation and cell carbonization. An indication of the temperature (range) at
which these effects appear is given in Figure B.1. Care must be taken at interpretation
of those temperatures because time and tissue type play an important role. Presented
temperatures are related to protein-based tissues, however the damage levels are ex-
pected to be comparable for lipid-based tissues. In terms of damage 45 ◦C is a key
temperature level; below 45 ◦C tissue can survive for relatively long periods (minutes),
higher values initiate cell death in short times (< 1 second) [24, 26].

When reading the following tissue heating effects, one should realize that it is on
the scale of single cells. The crude terminology can arouse a feeling of enormous dam-
age zones, however it only occurs at microscopic scale. Fast heating to 100 ◦C gives
cell evaporation an explosive character as the intra- and extracellular liquid starts to
boil resulting in a fast pressure rise due to the generated vapour [11]. In experiments
with cell vaporization, sometimes a vapour cavity is observed [19, 25]. Vapour has the
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potential hazard to transmit infectious material (to the atmosphere) [25]. Vapour bub-
bles are likely to occur at heating times in the order of microseconds, the phenomenon
is probably limited with heating pulses of a few tens of microseconds. Above 75 ◦C
structural components in the tissue reconfigure and the tissue homogenizes [20].

Figure B.1
Overview of temperature effects on human soft tissues. Given temperature ranges are
only rough indications, the effects also depend on other factors like time and tissue type
[10, 11, 14, 15, 24, 26].

Heating time

To minimize tissue damage, effort has to be put in keeping the heat affected zone as
small as possible. Short heating pulses prevent serious heat diffusion in the tissue. To
limit heat diffusion in water to cellular size (10µm) the pulse duration should not exceed
100µs [9, 17]. Repetitive pulses (for increased adhesion) do not result in significant
widening of the heat affected zone, if the time between pulses is long enough to prevent
heat accumulation [9]. The threshold temperature, leading to a certain tissue alteration,
rises with decreasing pulse duration. For example, water boiling at normal conditions
happens at 130 ◦C with pulses of 130µs [26]. Damage formation does not stop at the
end of the heating pulse, it progresses until the tissue has cooled down to below 45 ◦C.

Spatial damage distribution [20, 27]

Heat induced damage to soft tissues can be broadly divided in two major zones: 1)
a zone close to the heat source where all cells die due to high temperatures and 2) a
peripheral transition zone of partial injury. In the application of heat induced adhesion
the first zone has two subregions: 1) thermal fixation from direct denaturation of tissue
components and 2) tissue necrosis due to direct heat injury and delayed secondary
responses. A schematic overview of the different damage zones is presented in Figure
B.2. The figure shows a highly zoomed view on the instrument-tissue interface, both
after adhesion and after release. The transition zone is composed of death and viable
cells, with a decreasing injury gradient towards the unaffected tissue. The relative
sizes of the zones in the figure are not related to the real proportions. In reality the
three zones are not well-defined with sharp borders, they merge into each other due to
the fact that the temperature distribution along the heat affected zone is continuous.
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The zone distribution depends on the geometry of the heat source, the target tissue’s
thermal properties, the thermal history gradient across the tissue and the local heat
transfer between heat source and tissue. Besides those factors, surrounding tissue
inhomogeneities like nerves, blood vessels or bone can effect the spatial distribution of
the heat affected zone. Temperature of proteins and other molecules can be considered
practically equal to the water temperature in the cell. The geometry of the heat source
determines whether you can approximate the heat affected zone with a radial heat
gradient (Fig. B.2) or with a 1-dimensional heat gradient for ’large’ flat heat sources.
Temperature ramp up and cool down are important factors in the thermal history.
To estimate them, the thermal properties of water can be used (thermal conductivity:
0.6W/m · K). Combining the aforementioned knowledge about heat induced tissue
damage leads to the conclusion that an upper estimate for heat induced tissue damage
can be obtained by modeling the tissue as water and using the 45 ◦C isotherm as outer
boundary.

Figure B.2
General damage regions to protein-based soft tissue after adhesion (left) and after release
(right). After release, most of the denatured cells have evaporated. The damage regions are
hemispherical shaped, when heat is applied by a point heat source. The relative dimensions
of the regions are only indicative.

B.3.2 Long term heating effects

The clinical outcome of heat affected tissue is the sum of direct or short term injury
and of indirect or delayed damage which reveals itself on the long term. The long term
effects of tissue heating are discussed according to the three regions, namely the zones
thermal fixation, cell death and the transition zone (Fig. B.2).

Thermally fixed tissue histologically appears ’viable’ for weeks under the light micro-
scope, before fading to necrosis. This phenomenon can cause serious misinterpretations,
even by pathologists [20, 25]. The cellular enzymes, responsible for tissue breakdown,
are inactivated. Therefore, the cells resist tissue breakdown by the body’s repair path-
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ways, so repair is inhibited [28]. The changed (homogenized) protein structure appears
foreign to the body’s surveillance system causing chronic inflammation [27, 28]. After
months the cells have reconfigured to giant cells, which are separated from healthy
tissue by loose fibrosis [27, 28]. The brittle nature of thermal fixed tissue can also
result in cracking or fracturing [27]. Thrombosed thermal fixed blood vessels provide a
potential risk of post-treatment bleeding and microvascular blood flow stops and does
not return [27]. The aforementioned tissue responses to heat by Coad et al. [27, 28]
are very likely. However, there is no conclusive evidence for it. Zhou et al. [15] state
tissue is irreversible damaged when 63% of the molecules have denatured. This seems
to divert from the indication that only 1% denaturation of cellular proteins leads to cell
death [26]. The long term response of thermally fixed tissue eliminates the possibility
to use HIAD for permanent implant fixation. One could imagine the implant simply
coming loose from the surrounding tissue because of fibrosis formation.

After 48-72 hours the region with complete cell death, but no severe protein de-
naturation, undergoes the classical pathway of wound healing with subsequent cell
absorption and scar formation [20]. In this region also secondary ’non-thermal’ damage
mechanisms play a role due to vascular thrombosis, nutrient depletion, inflammation
and wound healing reactions [20]. Care must be taken when using in vitro experiments
to estimate long term injury. Lack of blood flow alters the thermal history and host
response pathways are diminished, this can result in substantially different damage
patterns compared to in vivo test results [20].

The transition zone will also show wound healing, depending on the local amount
of death cells. According to the long term effects of tissue heating it is not allowed
to give a damage volume estimation only based on tissue discoloration in an in vitro
experiment, like for example Vankov et al. [9] do. Making generalized comparisons is
also unwise because the tissue type determines the effect of a thermal therapy [28].

B.3.3 Potential damage sources

Besides heat induced tissue damage also other mechanisms can play a role. Mechanical
damage can occur from contact forces of the instrument. It is likely that above a certain
threshold value, higher stress results in more damage. However, a specific threshold
value of applicable force is not known yet. It depends on the damage estimation tech-
niques and tissue properties, duration of applied force has no significant effect [29, 30].
Measurement data suggests a non-linear response between applied stress and resulting
damage [30]. Vaporization of cells can induce mechanical damage to surrounding cells.
Collapsing cavitation bubbles that occur on vaporization can form water jets near the
tissue boundaries, extending the range of mechanical damage [17]. When the instru-
ment uses resistive heating, the tissue is exposed to low DC voltages (< 5V ), however
no damage is expected from this.
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B.4 Requirements for implementation

The descriptions of fixation, release and damage in HIAD lead to several basic demands
that have to be met by the micro tissue gripper, in order to be successful. The heated
surface has to reach temperatures well over 100 ◦C quickly to have sufficient high energy
transfer, taken into account the heat gradient that occurs over the instrument-tissue
interface [25]. Heat capacity of the heating element has to be low because the mil-
lisecond pulses require really high heating and cooling rates. High heat capacities of
materials surrounding the heating surface prevent energy leakage. Temperature control
is a must for good control of the fixation/release process. Next to energy related de-
mands, there are requirements on the dimensions. For example, the application of FGT
asks for an instrument with an end effector of only 2.0 mm wide and 0.5 mm thick. So
the implementation is forced to fit within millimeter scale or even less. Moreover, the
instrument has to function in a saline fluid environment and the design should promote
proper instrument-tissue contact.

Heat can be generated in different ways. Examples of small scale heaters used before
were based on Peltier-elements, ceramic or resistive heating elements [19, 25]. Peltier-
elements are not suitable for this purpose because they are still too large. Experiments
with a ceramic heater gave acceptable results, but ceramics are expensive. Resistive
heating with electric current has the advantages that it is simple, cheap, components
are available everywhere and it can be scaled to a wide range of (small) dimensions.
Resistive heating is the process in which the passage of electric current through a
conductor releases heat. The total amount of heat generated (Q) is related to electric
current (I), resistance (R) and time (t) by the equation: Q = I2 · R · t. This function
implies that resistance at the heating points should be relatively high compared to other
parts of the electric circuit. However, the absolute resistance should be significantly less
than the surrounding materials to prevent current leakage. Experiments with a 9V DC
power source resulted in currents up to 10A [19]. The adhesion or release pulses were
fed to an amplifier with a DC block signal to obtain the desired power. Disadvantage of
an amplifier with millisecond input pulses is the response characteristic, after removal
of the input signal the output slowly fades to zero. It could be possible to replace
the amplifier with a capacitor for faster response. Serious heat generation and high
electric current ask for heat- and electric insulation of the instrument to protect the
environment against damage. Electrical insulation is already possible with a 10µm
glass coating [17]. Contact between saline fluid and the heating element should be
minimized to limit heat loss [19]. Temperature distribution over the heating element
depends on the element’s geometry, the surrounding material properties and time.

Ideally the heating element material has a high corrosion resistance (even at high
temperatures), a high melting temperature, is biocompatible, is easy solderable and is
cheap. NiChrome is often used for heating purposes, but it is hardly solderable and
expensive [31]. A cheaper material, which is also used in experiments, is molybdenum
[19, 25]. The impact of material and surface roughness on adhesion force of proteins
is not clear. Experiments have been done with gold, titanium, stainless steel, lead and
molybdenum [9, 19, 25, 32]. One scientist concluded that protein adhered significantly
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Figure B.3
Prototype of an indirect HIAD tissue manipulator for experimental purposes. The chicken
fillet has adhered to the single heating wire. The fingertip in the upper left corner gives an
idea about the dimensions of the instrument [31]

less to gold than to titanium or stainless steel [32], while another achieved proper
adhesion with a gold wire having surface roughness below 5 nm [9], which is really
low. Coating molybdenum with fluoroplastic resulted in a high adhesion decrease [25].
Easier tissue release can be obtained by coating the instrument or by vibration [8].
Reattachment, after patch release, can be prevented by retraction of the heated surfaces
into the instrument or by flushing off the tissue [6].

Safety for patient and user is a very important aspect that has to be considered dur-
ing implementation of the HIAD principle. Insulation failure is a risk for both patient
and user. Overboosted signals can induce excessive damage like burns. Failure of the
electric circuit can require intervention with another instrument, thereby introducing
additional damage. Next to the safety hazards, the instrument has to be biocompatible,
in material way as well as in electrical way. Biocompatibility depends on tissue type,
composition of contacting extracellular fluid or blood and time of exposure [33]. Spon-
taneously passivating metals (groups 4b and 5b of table of elements) are virtually free
of reactions with the immunological system, so biocompatibility is guaranteed for these
materials [33]. Molybdenum belongs to group 6 in the table of elements. Although
molybdenum is used in medical titanium-alloys, it depends on the application whether
’pure’ molybdenum is biocompatible or not.

The current state of development of HIAD is set by the prototype shown in Figure
B.3. The prototype is build to test the HIAD principle, it can not be used for clinical
experiments. At the moment the prototype functions well on protein based tissues, not
yet on lipid based tissues. The prototype has a single attachment point for the tissue.
Most of the generated heat is lost to the surroundings.
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Experimental setup

This appendix presents details about the experimental setup and tissue used for the
indirect HIAD experiments. The main purpose of the setup is to test adhesion and
detachment as a function of several input variables, while all other (environmental)
parameters are kept constant. Since no available setup was capable of doing the HIAD
experiments, a whole new setup was designed and built for the project. The complete
setup, as presented in Figure C.1 can be split into four functional elements; 1) an indi-
rect HIAD instrument, 2) a device to measure the forces on the tissue, 3) an instrument
actuator and 4) the data processing element.

Section C.1 shows the design requirements, concepts and development of the HIAD
instrument prototype, as well as the electric circuit that feeds the resistive heating
element. Section C.2 discusses the measurement of forces on the tissue and section
C.3 presents the instrument actuator. Data acquisition and processing is explained
in section C.4. A description of the selected tissue type, as well as the preparation
procedure, can be found in section C.5. The last section, C.6, gives insight of the
performance and measurement accuracy of the setup.

C.1 HIAD instrument prototype

The HIAD instrument consists of a heater and an electric circuit to feed the heater.
The requirements and design of both parts is presented in the next two consecutive
sections.

C.1.1 Heater

The heater is the component of the HIAD instrument that physically interacts with
the tissue. Since the heater is especially developed for the indirect HIAD experiments,
this section continuous with an overview of the design process. It starts with the
requirements and demands, followed by constraints, conceptual solutions, selection of
the final concept and further design iteration steps. It finishes with pictures and details
of the final design.

37
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Figure C.1
This experimental setup is developed to test the indirect HIAD principle. The complete
setup consists of an instrument prototype (1), an instrument actuator (2), a device to
measure forces on the tissue patch (3) and a data acquisition device connected to a notebook
(4 & 5).

Requirements & demands

The main requirement for the whole setup, so also for the heater, is that it should
mimic surgical settings. The requirements are based on the FGT-procedure (sec. A.3).
With the required adhesion force for FGT surgery and the adhesion per unit of area
for HIAD, the required heated surface can be calculated. From experience, we know
the tissue patch has a strong tendency to curl. Therefore it is decided that a HIAD
instrument should have (at least) four heated points; one on every patch corner. Each
of those heated points should be able to bear the full load. Full load occurs when the
retina is peeled-off the 3 x 3 mm patch. Kita et al. [34] measured retinal adhesion
forces in rabbit eyes by peeling experiments. They found a force of 2.0 · 10−4N/mm
at peeling rate 0.5mm/min. Given the patch dimension (3mm) and correcting for
high peel rate (x2) and the human eye (x1.4), leads to the required adhesion force of
1.7 · 10−3N per point. Literature suggested HIAD bonds have a strength of 20 · 10−3N
(sec. B.1). So, the required heated surface should be 1.7/20 = 0.085mm2 per point.
Furthermore, the heated surface should be flat and to be able to apply uniform contact
force between forceps and tissue.

Ideally, the heater is able to generate a temperature block profile. In reality this is
hardly possible, because indirect HIAD requires heating pulse lengths in the order of
1ms to limit thermal damage. To achieve very quick heating (200 ◦C/ms), the power of
the heating element should be high and the heat capacity as low as possible. An uniform
temperature along the heated surface can only be obtained with relative high thermal
conductivity and low heat capacity. Cooling down is a passive process, therefore it
is also essential to have very low heat capacity of the heating element. A large heat
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sink coupled to the heating element will decrease cool down time. Precise temperature
control is no demand, as long as the heating element’s temperature can be recorded.
The heater should be able to operate in the temperature range 20− 250 ◦C for at least
10ms without negative consequences like element failure.

Significant deformations of the heating element due to forces from the forceps-tissue
interaction are not allowed. The heating principle should potentially be implementable
according to medical safety standards. Ideally, the instrument prototype, including
the electric circuit, fits in a hand held device for minimally invasive eye surgery. Fur-
thermore, the heated surface should be easy to clean and robustness of the heater is
essential to function properly in over 500 experiments.

Design constraints

The heater design is confined by four constraints. At first, the heating element material
should be biocompatible or have a biocompatible coating. The heater’s supporting
structure, or substrate, material only has to be electrically insulating in this prototype.
Secondly, no sophisticated (expensive) production techniques are affordable due to
the very limited budget. Thirdly, the heater, including its supporting structure has
to be corrosion resistant because it is submerged in a balanced salt solution (BSS)
environment. Easy replacement of broken heating elements forms the fourth and last
constraint.

Conceptual solutions

The heating element is the key element of the HIAD forceps. Because of the high
demands, there are only three possible solutions for the heating element, these are:

• MEMS hotplate (resistive heating): the resistive micro-wire inside a chip gener-
ates heat when current flows through it.

• Resistance wire/foil (resistive heating): electric current flowing through a resistive
element generates heat.

• Laser beam on foil: A (metal) surface (foil) can be heated by pointing a laser
beam on the opposite side of the surface.

Judging these three solutions to the demands and constraints makes selection of the
most suitable one an easy task. Only a solution with a resistive wire or foil can meet
the demands of required heating speed, possibility to monitor the temperature, budget
and the downscalability. The solution with a laser beam is too large, too expensive and
(accurate) temperature monitoring is not possible. There are no appropriate MEMS
hotplates commercially available and a custom-made version is far out of budget and
will probably perform poor on the heating speed. So, the only option left is to build
the heater from metal resistive wire or foil.
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Final concept

The final heater design consists of a platinum foil track, clamped between electrodes
on an electrically insulating substrate. A heating element is created by highly reducing
the width of the track locally. Electric current flowing through the foil generates heat
at the reduced-width segment due to the relative high electric resistance. The substrate
can be made out of plastic or ceramic, both material types can fulfill the requirements.
Although ceramics have better heat sink properties, a plastic (Teflon) is selected because
of easy machinability.
Relevant specifications about the selected materials:

Heating element Substrate

Material: Platinum foil 0.025mm Material: Teflon
99, 9% trace metals basis Water absorption: negligible
Sigma-Aldrich (267244)
Elec. resistivity: 1.06 · 10−7Ω ·m (at 20 ◦C) Elec. resistivity: ≥ 1022Ω ·m
Melting temperature: 1770 ◦C Melting temperature: 260 ◦C
TCR: 3.9 · 10−3K−1

The heating solution involves the use of electricity inside the human body. Therefore,
safety issues have to be considered. Use of electricity is safe, as long as no electric
current flows through the tissue. If the voltage applied over a tissue volume is low
(≤ 5V ) and there is a relative good conductor between the electrodes with the potential
difference, the current will flow through the conductor since electric current always
takes the pathway of least resistance. In the heater, the conductor is the ’reduced-
width’ platinum track. The environment (and tissue) consists of, or can be considered
as, balanced salt solution (BSS). If we assume the cross-sectional area of the electrodes
to be 15 times larger than that of the platinum track, the resistance ratio will be:

BSS: 0.9g NaCl / L water
BSS resistivity: ρBSS = 0.71Ω ·m
Pt resistivity: ρPt = 1.06 · 10−7Ω ·m

Resistance ratio:
RBSS

RPt
=

0.71
1.06 · 10−7

· 1/15 = 4.5 · 105

The resistance of the path through the tissue is 4.5 · 105 times the resistance of the
conductor. This ratio proves the amount of electric current flowing through the human
body will be negligible, so low voltage resistive heating will be safe, even without
protecting measures like insulation.

Heater design iteration steps

The basic heater concept is developed to its final design in 3 iterative steps. This
paragraph presents the synthesis from conceptual to final design. Starting point for
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the design is the desire to have four heating points with an area of 0.085mm2 each.
The design is improved with the aid of electro-thermal FEM simulations. With the
simulations one is able to predict the effect of design decisions on the heater’s thermal
characteristics. All four design steps are presented with a 3D drawing, a brief descrip-
tion of the main features and an analysis of the concept. The pictures are provided with
a 1 x 1 x 1 mm red reference block to indicate the dimensions. The other components
in the pictures are indicated by the general legend.

Legend of colors:
1 x 1 x 1 mm reference block
Electrical connector
Platinum foil
Teflon substrate

1) Description: See Figure C.2 for an impression. Two foil tracks both have two
locations where the track width is reduced to 0.3 mm over a length of 0.3 mm. The
electric connectors are not shown, but the current flows lengthwise through the tracks.
The four heating points are arranged in the way desired for a FGT surgery forceps.

Figure C.2
Heater design: 1st stage. Two foil tracks
both have two locations where the track
width is reduced to 0.3 mm over a length
of 0.3 mm. The electric connectors are
not shown, but the current flows lengthwise
through the tracks.

1) Analysis: The points do not heat up uniformly because the heat sinks (full width
track) are too close. The result is a large temperature gradient from the centerline
of a heating point towards the heat sinks. Due to the large heat loss, the heat sink
also heats up, increasing the heat affected zone significantly. Production of this foil
geometry will be very challenging.

2) Description: See Figure C.3 for an impression. The four heater points are re-
placed by one heater line of 0.17 mm width and 2.0 mm length. The total heated area
is equal to four points of 0.085mm2.

2) Analysis: Except for the exterior 0.2 mm sections of the 2.0 mm heating track,
the temperature distribution seems nearly uniform. To minimize the heat affected
zone, the heat sinks should be taken out of the plane of the heating track. Proper
tissue-heater contact is not ensured with the heater track on (nearly) the same level as
the surrounding substrate. Manufacturing this foil geometry is doable with reasonable
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Figure C.3
Heater design: 2nd stage. The four heater
points are replaced by one heater line of 0.17
mm width and 2.0 mm length. The total
heated area equals four points of 0.085mm2.

accuracy.

3) Description: See Figure C.4 for an impression. The central part of the heating
element is lifted to a higher level to promote only tissue contact with the part of the
heating element that has uniform temperature distribution. The complete heating
element is 0.3 mm wide and 3.0 mm long. The part effective for tissue adhesion is 0.3
x 1.0 mm.

Figure C.4
Heater design: 3rd stage. The central part
of the heating element is lifted to a higher
level to promote only tissue contact with the
part of the heating element that possess a
uniform temperature distribution. The com-
plete heating element is 0.3 mm wide and
3.0 mm long. The part effective for tissue
adhesion is 0.3 x 1.0 mm. This picture also
includes the electric connectors.

3) Analysis: This micro heater design performs quite good, but it can be fur-
ther improved by reducing the complete heating track length to 2.0 mm. According
to the FEM simulations this has no visible effect on the temperature distribution in
the ’adhesion’-part, but it improves the heat sink performance during passive cooling.
Tissue-heater contact is highly improved compared to previous designs. This geometry
can be manufactured with reasonable accuracy.

4) Description: See Figure C.5 for an impression. Compared to geometry 3, the
complete heating element length is reduced from 3.0 to 2.0 mm to improve heat sink
properties. The ’tissue contacting’-part of the heating element is 0.3 x 1.0 mm.

4) Analysis: Depending on electro-thermal simulations this design seems to be a
good trade-off between the list of demands, uniform temperature distribution, thermal
response times, tissue-heater contact and production issues. The design of geometry
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Figure C.5
Heater design: 4th stage. Compared to
geometry 3, the complete heating element
length is reduced from 3.0 to 2.0 mm to
improve heat sink properties. The ’tissue
contacting’-part of the heating element is
0.3 x 1.0 mm.

4 is also usable to test the relation between the heated area and adhesion force in the
future, because the heating track width can be varied from 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm.

Figure C.2 to C.5 only showed the heating element part of the heater. The com-
plete micro-heater design is presented in figure C.6. The relatively large substrate and
electrodes are intended for easy fixation to the instrument actuator and for connection
of the current supply wires, without occupying the space around the heating element.

Design details

The final design of the heater for indirect HIAD experiments consists of a platinum
resistive heating element, clamped over a Teflon substrate, as indicated in Figure C.6
and C.7. The heating element is manufactured by reducing the width of a 4mm wide foil
track to 0.3 mm over a length of 2.0 mm. The foil thickness is 0.025 mm. The 1.0 mm
mid section of the heating element is lifted to ensure the tissue-forceps contact area to be
0.3 x 1.0 mm (the uppermost horizontal surface). The platinum track is clamped with
two brass electrodes, which are connected to the electric current supply. The electrodes
are long to prevent interference with the tissue clamp. The heating element’s design is a
trade off between quick heating, a uniform temperature distribution, sufficient heat sink
properties and manufacturability. Cleaning (or replacement) of the heating element is
easy, since it is easily accessible and the electrodes are fixed with screw joints. Detailed
CAD-drawings can be found in the digital appendix. Figure C.7 shows pictures of the
real heater and a close up of a new heating element.
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Figure C.6
Final design of the heater for indirect HIAD experiments. The red 1mm cube gives an
indication of dimensions, it is not a component of the heater. The legend of colors can
be found in the previous section. The uppermost horizontal surface of the heating element
comes in contact with the tissue patch during the experiments.

Electrode

Heating element
Teflon 
substrate

10mm

Figure C.7
Close-up of the heater (top); the supply
and ground electrode clamp the heat-
ing element over the white Teflon heater
substrate. In the lower left picture the
part of the heating element that con-
tacts the graft is highlighted in red and
the Teflon substrate edges are empha-
sized. The lower right picture shows a
new heating element, prior to assembly,
on 5 mm squared paper.
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C.1.2 Electric circuit

The electric circuit serves two functions: the first function is to feed the heating element
with a proper current pulse, the second is to measure appropriate parameters of the
heating phase to be able to calculate the realized current, pulse length, heating element
temperature and amount of generated heat afterwards.

To achieve the required heating characteristics the circuit should be able to supply
the heater with a current block pulse of ≤ 50 Ampere for pulse lengths 0.25− 2.50ms,
as well as software controlled pulse lengths. Furthermore, it should be compatible
to different types of DC energy sources, ranging 1.5 − 24V . Monitoring the heating
element’s temperature is necessary to interpret the results of the experiments. De-
termining temperature variations up to 400 ◦C within 2.50ms can only be done by
measuring the resistance of a heating element with a clear Temperature Coefficient of
Resistance (TCR). The TCR of Platinum is 3.9 · 10−3K−1, so the resistance of the
heating element increases with 39% when its temperature increases with 100 ◦C, which
is accurately measurable. The heater’s resistance can be derived from the voltage drop
over the heater and the current through the circuit. Circuit amperage is determined
from the voltage drop over an additional fixed-value resistance in the circuit.

The electrical circuit consists of two sub-circuits: one high power circuit, involving
the heater, and a low power circuit to control the switch of the high power part. A basic
representation of the high power circuit in shown in Figure C.8. It has five elements;
a battery, a potentiometer to control the amperage, an on/off switching element, a
reference resistance to monitor the current and the fifth element is the heater. Voltage
drops over the reference resistance and heater are sampled by an A/D-converter and
fed to a computer which processes and saves the signals.

A fully charged 12V 18Ah battery (13±0.2V ) provides the circuit with currents up
to 50A. Despite the high battery capacity, the amperage drops (5%) over time when full
power is drawn. The potmeter is coupled to a parallel resistance to tune the ampere
range to 13 − 52A. Because of this parallel configuration, the combined resistance
follows a quadratic curve, decreasing amperage resolution at high currents. A 0.010 Ω
resistance is added to create a voltage drop (∆Uref ) to determine the real length and
amperage of the heat pulse. With the current known, the temperature behaviour of
the heating element can be calculated from resistance changes, which are measurable
from the voltage drop ∆Uheater . All circuit elements, except for the heating element,
are high power classified. A high power mosfet can switch these high currents within
30ns. The mosfet state is controlled by the low power circuit. A personal computer
is not capable of switching a channel state within 10ms, which is already far out of
the range of desired pulse lengths. Furthermore, other processes can disturb software
controlled switch-timing. Therefore, the mosfet state timing is fully controlled by the
electrical hardware in the low power circuit. The computer software only activates the
low power circuit and triggers the pulse start. pulse lengths for both attachment and
detachment pulses can be set with potmeters to every value between 0.25 − 2.50ms.
The circuit is built for robustness; the mosfet immediately switches off whenever the
power supply fails and a hanging computer program is also harmless.
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∆Uheater ∆Uref

Figure C.8
Basic scheme of the heater’s electrical circuit. The circuit’s amperage is tuned with a
potentiometer. The MOSFET switch is able to open/close the circuit in ≤ 30ns. Before
the current flows through the heater, it is fed to a 0.010Ω resistance. The exact circuit
current [A] can be calculated from the voltage drop (∆Uref ) over this fixed-value reference
resistance. With the current known, the temperature behaviour of the heating element
can be calculated from resistance changes, which are measurable from the voltage drop
∆Uheater. All circuit elements, except for the heating element, are high power classified.

The discussed electronics are integrated in two boxes, presented in Figure C.9 and
C.10. The battery, heater and A/D-converter are connected to these boxes. Detailed
information about the electric circuitry (e.g electrical scheme’s, user manual) can be
found in the digital appendix.
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Figure C.9
Electronics-box involving the potentiometer to adjust the amperage of the heater circuit.
The manual on/off switch (with indicator LED), on the left side of the potentiometer, is
to disconnect the battery when the setup is not in use. Furthermore, the box contains
switching components for the instrument actuator.

Figure C.10
This box encloses two electrical circuits: one high power circuit involving the heating
element, the second (low power) circuit controls the mosfet switch in the high power
circuit. Elaborate information about the electronics involved and the wire-connections can
be found in the user manual (digital appendix).
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C.2 Force measurement device

To determine the adhesion force and control the forceps-tissue contact force, the force
applied on the tissue patch needs to be measurement. This section describes the design
and working principle of the force measurement device. The force measurement element
of the experimental setup has to be able to measure contact/push force and pull force
in normal direction on the tissue patch. In tangential direction only pull forces have to
be measurable. Figure C.11 shows the normal and tangential configuration of a tissue
clamp including a patch, the heater and the pull force. The setup should be able to
measure in the (very low force) domain from -10 to 15 mN . Furthermore, the tissue
clamp is immersed in BSS during the experiments. Accuracy of the measured force
should at least be 0.1mN .

(a) Normal configuration

(b) Tangential configuration

Figure C.11
Configurations and pull directions (red arrow) of the heater with respect to the patch in
the tissue clamp to test the normal and tangential components of adhesion force.

A measurement device that meets the stated requirements is not available at the
3ME faculty, so it had to be designed and built. The device is built around a 3N
loadcell (HBM PW4MC3 3N). Since the accuracy of the loadcell is insufficient for
direct coupling with the tissue clamp, a mechanical amplifier is added.

The result is presented in Figure C.13 and schematically in Figure C.12. The main
elements are a pendulum, suspended by a knife-edge bearing on the frame, a loadcell and
a pushrod between the pendulum’s short side (top) and the loadcell. The tissue clamp
is connected to the lower end of the pendulum. The pendulum acts as a mechanical
amplifier and due to the knife-edge bearing, friction during oscillations is negligible. The
amplification factor is approximately 15, depending on the configuration of the tissue
clamp. By extending the pushrod the pendulum rotates over a ≈ 3◦ angle. Then, the
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Load 
cell

HeaterTissue clamp

Motor driven 
cable pulley

Force measurement Instrument actuator

BSS

Figure C.12
Schematic representation of the experimental setup’s mechanical parts. It consists of two
functional elements: 1) to measure forces applied on the tissue patch and 2) to control
the actuation of the heater. The tissue patch is connected to a pendulum, which amplifies
and transfers forces to the loadcell. The pendulum is rotated 3◦ to preload the loadcell.
This way, push and pull forces on the tissue can be measured accurately from the loadcell’s
output voltage level change. The instrument actuator controls both the heater translation
and the push/pull force of the heater on the tissue. The heater translates nearly horizontal
over 4mm. Its position depends on the length-ratio that the two tension springs have. The
length of the lower spring (red) is controlled with a cable pulley, connected to DC motor
by a reduction box. Since the heater’s translation is force controlled, the push/pull force
(gradient) is reproducible and well controlled. The experiments are performed in a balanced
salt solutions (BSS) reservoir.
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mass of the pendulum exerts a moment around the bearing which is counteracted by
a reaction force from the loadcell. With this preload, the push and pull forces on the
tissue can both be measured as deviations from the initial loadcell output voltage.

Figure C.13
Device to measure low push/pull forces on a tissue patch accurately. A tissue patch can
be inclined in the clamp at the lower end of the pendulum. The pendulum amplifies and
transfers the load force to the loadcell. The knife-edge bearing allows the pendulum to rotate
with negligible friction. The loadcell is preloaded because the pendulum is set 3◦ out of its
equilibrium position (see upper insert). The device can be configured for ’normal’-direction
force measurements (middle insert), as well as for ’tangential’-direction tests (lower insert).
For the ’tangential’ experiments, this device is mounted to a height table to control the
instrument-tissue contact.
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C.3 Instrument actuator

For valid experiments, the HIAD instrument actuation should be reproducible, so its
position/motion control has to be automated to minimize variance in the way exper-
iments are carried out. It is impossible for unskilled people to apply the requested
contact or pull force (value and direction) repeatedly accurate and constant with a
hand held device. Therefore, the instrument is connected to a force controlled actu-
ator. The actuator should be able to gradually control push- or pull forces in every
position along a 4mm horizontal trajectory.

As shown in Figures C.12 and C.14, the heater is connected to a vertical pendulum.
The high ratio between pendulum length (200mm) and displacement (≤ 4mm) makes
the motion path of the heater approximately horizontal. The pendulum position is
controlled by two tension springs. The upper tension spring applies a moment on the
pendulum. By controlling the length of the lower spring, the pendulum translates the
heater. The spring length is controlled with a motor-gearbox-cablepulley combination.
The force-controlled motion makes it possible to control the forces exerted on the
tissue accurately. The operator controls the rotation direction and on/off switching of
the motor. Furthermore, the setup is less sensitive to differences in elastic behaviour
among patches than in case of position control.

During testing, the pull force was increased slowly to mimic continuous loading
of the bond during surgery. The combination of a low pull force-gradient (∆F/∆t)
and variations in patches’ elastic properties caused significant variations in the realized
tissue force-gradient, which appeared to be ∆F/∆t ≈ 0.13± 0.07mN/s. The nominal
motor supply voltage was 2.5V in the experiments.

C.4 Data acquisition

The data processing element of the experimental setup involves acquisition of the analog
signals and digital processing of the data, as well as digital control of the electrical
circuit. The first part of this section is dedicated to the relevant data acquisition
topics. The second part presents the software functions, used to process the signals
and calculate the parameters like heater temperature, adhesion force and realized pulse
settings.

C.4.1 Data acquisition

Signals from the electrical circuit and the loadcell are sampled with a data acquisition
(DAQ) device, connected to a computer by an USB cable. The DAQ-device used is the
MCC USB-2523 (Measurement Computing Corporation, USA); capable of sampling
analog inputs with 16-bit resolution and a theoretical sampling rate of 106samples/s.
Furthermore, it has digital output lines to control the electrical hardware. The DAQ-
device is configured to have differential analog inputs within the ±10V range.

The DAQ-device communicates with software written in Matlab (The MathWorks,
USA). The captured signals are processed and presented also with Matlab. The software
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Figure C.14
Picture of the HIAD instrument actuator. The heater is fixed to the lower end of the
vertical pendulum. The pendulum can rotate and apply forces to the heater by adjusting
the length of the lower spring. Since the rotation is limited to several degrees, the heater
translates approximately horizontal. The lower spring length is controlled with the motor-
gearbox-cablepulley combination. The three upper inserts indicate the spring length prior
to an experiment(center), when contact force is applied (top) and during pull off phase
(bottom). The construction is placed on an XY-table for accurate positioning of the heater
with respect to the test locations on the tissue patch.
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specifies and sends a task to the DAQ-device, stating the channel numbers, sample
frequency and sample time. The DAQ-device executes the task autonomously: sampled
signals are stored in the internal buffer. When the task is completed, the package of
sampled signals is sent back to the computer.

The four voltage measurement points, as indicated in Figure C.8, cannot be directly
connected to the DAQ because than the allowed voltage (10V) and current limits will
be exceeded. Therefore, a high-resistance voltage divider is placed in between. all four
lines are linked with a 6K8 and 15K resistor to the high power circuit’s ground (GND).
The lines between each resistor pair are directly connected to the DAQ-device’s analog
input ports. The voltage divider protects the DAQ-device to a maximum circuit voltage
of 15+6.8

15 · 10V = 14.5V .
Since the heating pulses are in the order of 1ms, a high sampling rate is desired. In

theory, the MCC USB-2523 should be capable of sampling four channels (∆Uheater and
∆Uref ) at 250 kHz. In practice, this sampling frequency proved not possible; sampled
lines bias each other because the DAQ’s internal capacitor cannot discharge in time.
Tests learned reliable samplings can be acquired at 133 kHz (max) when an additional
channel, connected to GND, is sampled between both relevant channels. The additional
GND channel functions as a capacitor discharger. Furthermore, battery’s negative pole
is linked to the analog input’s GND port to avoid floating channels.

The MCC USB-2523 is not capable to perform parallel sampling tasks. Therefore,
the loadcell is not continuously sampled during an experiment, but in segments. The
software program switches the DAQ-device from ’loadcell mode’ to ’heater circuit mode’
to trigger and sample a heat pulse (for attachment or detachment). So during a heat
pulse, the force on the tissue is not recorded. This is no problem, since the force on
the tissue does not change at those moments. The electrical hardware for a heat pulse
is enabled and triggered by 2 digital output ports on the DAQ-device. For calibration
purposes, it is also possible to specify the pulse length in the software. However, the
minimum pulse length is 10ms and the method is inaccurate (±1ms). The (amplified)
loadcell voltage is sampled at 200 Hz.

During experiments, tissue forces are displayed real time on the computer screen
to provide feedback about the contact force and to check whether abnormalities occur.
Real time plotting is obtained by continuously looping code that collects and plots a
new sample (’getsample’-function). The effective sample frequency for real time plotting
decreases from 13 to 7 Hz throughout each experiment, due to increased processing time
as vectors grow. However, this sample rate is high enough for proper visual feedback
about the contact- and pull-force on the tissue. Although the MCC USB-2523 cannot
perform high frequent sampling tasks parallel, it can run the 200 Hz task parallel to
the real time plotting without disturbing its sampling task.

C.4.2 Software processing

The recorded signals from the loadcell and the voltage drops over the heater and resistor
are processed with Matlab software to calculate the force on the tissue patch and the
realized heat pulse. The main (Matlab) functions involved in the data processing
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are presented below, starting with the tissue force calculations. The original M-files,
including all operating systems, signal processing steps and DAQ settings, can be found
in the digital appendix.

Tissue force calculations

The ’tissue force’ calculations translate the loadcell signal to push/pull forces on the
tissue patch:

ULC = Uhigh − Ulow (differential input signal)
ULC,start = mean(ULC [0− 5s]) (calibrates ’zero-load’ voltage)
Ftissue = (ULC − ULC,start) · LCV 2mN

amplification factor (conversion: V to mN on tissue)

The adhesion force is derived from the force-time vector:
index = index(max(Ftissue)) (maximum tissue force; sample #)
Fadhesion = mean(Ftissue(index− 40) : Ftissue(index)) (max. adhesion force)

The sampled loadcell signal contains noise, for example from the 50 Hz power supply.
The noise amplitude of the raw signal is ≤ 0.3mN (peak-to-peak). High frequent noise
is rejected with a lowpass, 4th order Butterworth filter having a cutoff frequency of 5
Hz. After filtering, the noise amplitude has reduced to ≤ 0.06mN (peak-to-peak). The
adhesion force is calculated over 40 samples from the raw signal to cancel out noise.

Heating pulse calculations

Both heat pulse signals, ∆Uheater and ∆Uref (Fig. C.8), are compensated for the volt-
age divider and the systematic error on the channels. This systematic error is calculated
for every heat pulse. The realized current and pulse length are derived from the ∆Uref

recording (calibrated to 10A). With the realized electrical pulse known, the resistance
(Rheater) of the heater can be derived from ∆Uheater. The ratio Rheater(0)

Rheating element(0) is
determined with the specified TCR value of Platinum and calibration of the heater
(calibration range: 25 − 100 ◦C). Further calculations define the heating element’s
temperature (Theating element) over time and the generated power (Pheating element) and
amount of generated heat (Qheating element) over the 1.0mm mid section of the heating
heating element.

Obtained input signals (differential input):

∆Ureference∗ = 15.0/21.8 ·∆Ureference

∆Uheater∗ = 15.0/21.8 ·∆Uheater

Offset compensation: offset is calculated over 6.5ms constant
signals and subtracted from the original signals
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Electric current:

HCV 2V = 21.8/15.0

Rreference = 10.6 · 10−3Ω (calibrated up to 10A)

I = ∆Ureference∗ ·
HCV 2V

Rreference

Realized heating pulse:

start & end : moments the heat pulse crosses the 0.5A level.
Electric current: Imean = mean(Istart : Iend)
pulse length: tpulse = tend − tstart

Heating element resistance:

Rheater =
∆Uheater∗. ·HCV 2V

I
Rheater(0) = mean(Rheater(start+ 5 : start+ 10))

(average interval to cancel out noise and start-up phenomena)

∆Rheating element = (
Rheater

Rheater(0)
− 1) · Rheater(0)

Rheating element(0)

Heater (maximum) temperature:

T0 = environmental temperature (input variable for software)

Theating element =
∆Rheating element

TCR
+ T0

Tmax = mean(Theating element(end− 10 : end− 5))
(average interval to cancel out noise and switch-off phenomena)

Generated power and amount of generated heat (in 1mm mid section):

Pheating element =
Rheater(0)

Rheating element(0)
· 1.0

2.0
·Rheater · I2

Qheating element =
end∑
start

Pheating element · tsample
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C.5 Tissue

As the HIAD based tissue manipulator is, amongst others, intended to move Choroid-
RPE patches in the human eye, it would be good practice to perform the experiments
on Choroid tissue. Choroid tissue is available from cadaver pig eyes. Dissection of
Choroid-RPE patches from pig eyes is difficult and very time-consuming for unskilled
people. Moreover, the patches are small, vulnerable, very elastic and immediately curl
up after dissection. The combination of those difficulties make Choroid-RPE tissue
unsuitable for large series of experiments.

A substitution for Choroid tissue, to test the indirect HIAD principle, is a specific
part of the porcine kidney, called the Renal Cortex. In Figure C.15, the anatomy of a
kidney is shown with an indication of the Renal Cortex. The choice for Renal Cortex
is based on the dense capillary structure and the smooth surface (after dissection), the
main characteristics of Choroid tissue. Medical experts approved Renal Cortex as an
appropriate substitute.

Figure C.15
Porcine kidney anatomy. The renal cortex part is used for the experiments to test indirect
HIAD. This specific tissue type is selected because of the dense capillary structure and
smooth surface, the main characteristics of choroid tissue.

Patches of Renal Cortex, thick 1±0.25mm, are cut from fresh porcine kidneys with
a meat slicer. Figure C.16 presents a picture of a kidney, showing the patch surface.
Five days after slaughter is considered the limit for kidneys to stay fresh (conserved
≤ 7 ◦C). Frozen kidneys are useless, since freezing is likely to alter the tissue (protein)
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structure. The kidney slices, including renal cortex, are cut to patches of approximately
18 x 12mm. Clamped to the test setup, the patch accommodates up to 16 fresh test
locations at intervals of 1mm. The interdistance prevents influence of one experiment
on the next.

The tissue clamp, as shown in Figure C.17, is specially designed to fixate renal
cortex patches on a flat surface with the uniform elastic tissue behaviour for every test
location. After slicing the kidney, the patches are conserved in balanced salt solution
for at most three hours. Immersion of the patch partly cleans the patch’ surface from
kidney fluids. After one hour immersion, slight swelling of the patches is observed.
Based on pilot experiments, patch swelling seems to have no effect on the experimental
outcome. The patch is fully submerged during the experiments to mimic surgical
settings and prevent dehydration of the tissue.

Figure C.16
Porcine kidney prior to patch preparation. Patches are sliced from the front surface. The
patch surface structure, used for testing, is identical to the ’renal cortex section’ of the
front surface (see also Fig. C.15).

Figure C.17
Pictures of the tissue clamp without (left) and with (right) a renal cortex patch. The top
and bottom edge of the patch are clamped over their full width. The shown patch is partly
dehydrated and the left part is very thin. For the experiments, only full hydrated patches
with proper thickness were used.
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C.6 Setup performance

This section throws a light on the accuracy of the experimental setup. It starts with
a summary of the setup’s main properties. Then, in subsequent sections the 1) perfor-
mance of both heating elements, the 2) accuracy of the heat pulse properties, the 3)
accuracy of the calculated forces and 4) setup related hardware and protocol recom-
mendations are discussed.

Overall, the setup performs very well. The experimental setup is designed for flexibility
and robustness. For example, no matter what the patch weighs or the BSS fluid level
is, the force measurement accuracy will be equal. The electrical circuit and heater can
deal with a wide range of inputs; 0−50V DC, 0−80A and pulse lengths of 0.15−2.50ms
or 10 −∞ms (with software control). The circuitry is able to generate nearly perfect
current block pulses with high reproducibility. The DAQ-device records the signals at
sufficient sample frequencies to obtain reliable results. Besides the offset, compensated
for in the software, the DAQ-device has no influence on the results. The instrument
actuator has no stick-slip effects and the force measurement is accurate.

C.6.1 Performance of specific heating elements

Throughout the experiments two heating elements are used. Heating element #1 was
used for the series of adhesion force tests in normal direction. All other experiments
were performed with element #2. Since those elements’ dimensions were not perfectly
equal, the heating characteristics differed. The mid section of element 1 was 1.00 x
0.30 x 0.025 mm (l x w x h), element 2 was 0.01mm wider (1.00 x 0.31 x 0.025 mm).
This relatively minor deviation in width has three important consequences for element
2 (compared to element 1): at first the initial resistance is lower, secondly the heat
capacity of the element is larger and in the third place the area for heat transfer has
increased.

Since element resistance is inversely proportional to the element cross-sectional
area, the initial resistance of element 2 is less than element 1. The measured difference
in initial resistance corresponds exactly to the calculated value. As result, less heat
is generated in element 2 when both elements are supplied with the same electric
current. Less heat means less temperature rise, so a lower resistance increase, resulting
in relatively less heating power compared to element 1. This self-reinforcing principle
causes significant differences in the temperature characteristic of both elements. The
larger the amount of electrical input (I2 ·t), the larger the relative difference in obtained
heater temperature.

The other two factors, heat capacity and surface area, even amplify the effect de-
scribed in the previous paragraph. Temperature increase due to a certain amount of
generated heat is reduced, since a larger volume has to be heated. The larger width is
coupled to a larger surface area, so more potential to transfer heat to the environment
(tissue patch).

When the amount of generated heat is considered, the effect of initial resistance
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cancels out. The contribution of the other two factors can be derived from Figure C.18.
In this figure, the average relation between generated heat and recorded maximum
temperatures is plotted for both elements. When more heat is generated than 10mJ , the
difference in characteristic grows. While temperature increase in element 1 accelerates,
tends element 2 to a state of temperature equilibrium.
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Figure C.18
Comparison of heating element #1 and #2 on the maximum temperature obtained at a
specified amount of generated heat. The difference in thermal characteristics is caused by
a slight deviation in heating element width.

C.6.2 Accuracy of heat pulse properties

For the reliability of the claims derived from the experimental results, it is impor-
tant to know the accuracy of the calculated parameters, especially generated heat
(Qheating element) and temperature (Theating element) and pulse length.

The presented values for energy and temperature are subjected to measurement
inaccuracies. In order to have a clue about the accuracy, the potential sources of inac-
curacy are checked. Those sources are related to 1) the involved electrical components
(resistances, wires, A/D-converter), 2) software calculations (intervals to determine
R0 and Tmax) and 3) heater hardware (heating element dimensions, electrical connec-
tions). Amongst all sources, the heater hardware characteristics are dominant. The
other sources are estimated to have a common contribution of at most 5% deviation.
The electric current measurement is calibrated (up to 10A). Since Q and T are cal-
culated from R with only linear functions, the accuracy of Q and T is equal to that
of R. Three aspects of the heater hardware can affect the accuracy of R, being 1)
the heating element dimensions, 2) Rratio (= Rheater/Rheating element) and 3) variations
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in the initial heater resistance (due to the electrical connections). In worst case, the
dimensions related variation in R is 6%. Rratio does not contribute to the inaccuracy
because afterwards this value is corrected by comparison of the mean R0 in the exper-
iments with the value from calibration of the heater. The last factor originates from
variations of R0 from its mean value. Taking the trial with the largest error in the at-
tachment experiment series, the deviation is approximately 4%. In worst case scenario,
all errors will add up and the inaccuracy of presented Q and T will be 5+6+4 = ±15%.
However, the results presented in this article are based on many trials, so errors might
(partially) cancel out each other. The software protocol to calculate the realized pulse
lengths can induce a deviation of 0.02ms in worst case.

C.6.3 Accuracy of force measurement

Precision and resolution of the force measurement element are important to minimize
variations between experiments. Accuracy is important to make claims about the
strength of HIAD bonds.

Every experiment starts with a 5 second measurement of the loadcell output to
determine the ’zero-load’ output voltage. This solution enables the setup to measure
very small forces accurately while it is insensitive to changes in patch weight, BSS fluid
level and pendulum weight. The rotation angle of the pendulum due to forces on the
tissue is < 0.15◦ (rotation angle at 10mN). Angular rotations of the pendulum are
the source of deviations between actual and measured forces on the tissue, since the
preload on the loadcell depends on the pendulum’s angle. When 10mN is applied, the
angle decreases 0.15◦. Knowing the pendulum’s mass, center of mass and dimensions,
one can calculate the deviation of the force measurement setup:

Pendulum mass: m = 37.3 · 10−3kg

Gravitational acceleration: g = 9.81m/s2

Distance bearing-C.O.M.: l1 = 0.067m
Pendulum arm length: l2 = 0.152m

Rotation angle: α = 0.15◦

Applied force: F = 0.010N

Deviations between measured and real tissue force, caused by pendulum rotations, do
not exceed:

Freal − Fmeasured

Freal
=
m · g · l1 · sin(α)

l2 · F
= 0.04%

The loadcell-amplifier combination is calibrated prior to this research. A close up of the
HBM-amplifier, with the actual settings, is presented in Figure C.19. The friction of the
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knife-edge bearing seems negligible, especially with the very small angular rotations.
So, the accuracy of the force measurement setup is highly dominated by the systematic
error due to angular rotation. Taking all sources of inaccuracy together, the overall
accuracy of the measured forces is estimated 5%.

Figure C.19
HBM amplifier that converts and amplifies the loadcell output to a signal which can be
sampled with the A/D-converter. The picture displays the amplifier settings used through-
out all experiments. The needle in the display is deflected because of the preload on the
loadcell.

The resolution of the force measurement with the 16-bit DAQ-device is 1.3·10−3mN ,
as follows from the calculation:

Amplifier output: 63.7[mN/V ] (calibrated for complete loadcell range)

Loadcell resolution: 63.7[mN/V ] · 20[V ]
216

= 0.02mN

Measurement resolution:
0.02[mN ]

14.8
= 1.3 · 10−3mN

The precision of the force calculation is in the order of the resolution, since the
calibrated setup is only used for relative difference measurements, not for direct absolute
values.

The amplified loadcell signal is sampled at 200 Hz. The raw signal also contains
noise, for example from the main AC power supply. The noise in the raw signal has
a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.3mN . Nevertheless, the noise is reduced to ≤ 0.06mN
(peak-to-peak) by applying a digital lowpass filter. Assuming the maximum force
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applied to the patch is 4.0mN , the accuracy is at least 0.2 ± 0.03mN (5% · 4.0mN =
0.2mN).

Although the instrument actuator is built from low tech equipment, it performs
very well. The cable pulley speed is accurately controlled by the motor speed and the
pin-hole bearing shows no stick-slip behaviour.

C.6.4 Setup recommendations

Hardware The main element of the setup, the heater, should be improved on two
aspects; at first, the ideal cool down characteristics are not met. A more efficient
heat sink might improve the situation. However, that could have a negative effect
on the heating stage. Especially when longer heating times ≥ 2.5ms are introduced.
Secondly, the heating element should be split to several smaller heating elements to
mimic the surgical settings even more. More precise fabrication of the heating elements,
to minimize dimensional variations, is recommended.

The electric current settings resolution can be improved when the high power
potentiometer-resistor combination is replaced by a suitable linear potentiometer, but
it is unlikely that the desired potentiometer is commercially available.

The pulse length controller has one bug, when the pulse length potentiometers are
set to their minimal value, they short-circuit and pulse length becomes infinitely long.
This bug can be solved by putting a fixed value resistor is series with the potentiometers.

The height-table for the tangential experiments should be replaced with one having
a higher resolution. After the attachment pulse, the tissue patch should be lifted until
tissue deformation is negligible, so the ploughing effect is impeded.

Protocol The methodology of the experiments could be improved to reduce varia-
tions even further. At first, a constant battery voltage minimizes differences in input
settings. Now the battery was recharged when the voltage ≤ 12.85V , but this has a
slight effect on the reproducibility of the heating pulse. Secondly, to be sure dirt does
not accumulate on the heating element it should be cleaned more frequently than once
every patch exchange. As third, the heating element temperature could be estimated
more accurate when the heater is calibrated to (200 ◦C) (instead of 100 ◦C)). The fourth
aspect is about the patch dissection technique; reductions in patch thickness variation
will decrease variations in the experiment results. Furthermore, experiment variations
will reduce when the effect of ’kidney fluids’ could be excluded.
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FEM simulations

Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations are used in this project for two purposes;
at first as a tool to design a heating element with proper electro-thermal characteristics
and secondly to simulate instrument heating, cool down and heat transfer to the tissue
and BSS environment to estimate thermal tissue damage. Since the simulations for the
first purpose is mostly identical to those of the last purpose, the focus of this appendix
is on the last one.

The 3D FEM model is presented in section D.1. Simulation parameters, like bound-
ary conditions, mesh and solver settings are listed in section D.2. In section D.3, the
FEM simulations are validated with the experimental .

D.1 Finite Element Model

This section informs about the simulation environment, the simplifications with respect
to reality, the model geometry and gives a characterization of the materials.

D.1.1 Simulation environment

The simulations are built in the program COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 (COMSOL AB,
Sweden). The simulation type for this specific system is Electro-thermal ⇒ Joule-
heating ⇒ Transient (3D).

D.1.2 Simplifications

The following simplifications compared to reality are made:

• Deformations due to thermal expansion are not taken into account.

• Material surfaces are perfectly smooth, aligned and in full contact with each other.

• The electric current input is a perfect block pulse.

• Tissue has the material properties of water [17, 21].

63
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• No phase changes occur; water can obtain temperatures above 100 ◦C without
boiling and the other materials do not melt above their melting temperature.

D.1.3 Model geometry

The model geometry is based upon the 3D heater geometry, as presented in Figure
C.6 (section C.1). The relevant section of the heater is completed with the tissue
patch (partly), which is surrounded by physiological salt solution. For the sake of
computational effort, dimensions of many components are reduced. However, only
dimensions that have no effect on the outcome of the electro-thermal simulation are
reduced. The resulting geometry is shown in Figure D.1. The model is drawn in the
3D CAD program Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 2.0. The Pro/E geometry is imported to
Comsol as ’IGES’-file.

Figure D.1
Model geometry for electro-thermal FEM simulations. The model involves the heater sub-
strate (grey), the heating element (orange), both electric connectors (blue), the tissue
patch (pink) and the physiological salt environment (transparent). Except for the heating
element, the components are only partially included to limit the computational effort. The
outer dimensions are adjusted in a way it does not effect the simulation outcome.

D.1.4 Materials

The material properties of the heater components, tissue and environment are imported
from the Comsol materials library. The following materials are selected (additional
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properties are enclosed):

Heater substrate: Teflon
electric conductivity: 10−20 [S/m]

Heating element: Platinum
Electric connector: UNS C26000 (Yellow brass)

heat capacity: 380 [J/(kg·K)]
Tissue patch: Water, liquid
Physiological salt: Water, liquid

D.2 Simulations

In the following part, thermal and electrical boundary boundary conditions for heating
and cool down are listed. Furthermore, details about mesh and solver settings are
presented. To get insight in the thermal tissue effects due to instrument heating, five
instrument heating settings are simulated. The selected input settings result in realized
pulse properties indicated in Figure D.2. Case 1-3 are intended to find the relation
between pulse length and Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) volume. Case 2,4 and 5 will give
insight in the effect of the amount of generated heat on the HAZ.
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FEM simulation settings: case 1-5

Figure D.2
Heat pulse properties according to simulation case 1-5. The corresponding electric currents
were 37.0A, 24.0A, 17.0A, 26.8A and 22.4A. The effect of pulse length on HAZ volume is
tested with case 1-3. Case 2,4 and 5 will give insight in the effect of generated heat.
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D.2.1 Boundary conditions during heating

Thermal boundary conditions:

• All contact (internal) surfaces between materials are thermally coupled (continu-
ity).

• All external surfaces are thermally insulated.

• Initial conditions: all materials are 298.15 K (25 ◦C), which is approximately the
temperature inside the human eye during FGT surgery.

Electric boundary conditions:

• All internal surfaces are electrically coupled.

• Connector 1 (area: 4mm2) is exposed to an inward current density of [9.25 6.00
4.25 6.70 5.60]·106A/m2 for simulation case 1-5 respectively. (Indicated as the
blue surface in Figure D.3)

• The largest external surface of connector 2 is the ground. (green surface in Figure
D.3)

• All other external surfaces are electrically insulated.

• Initial conditions: electric potential = 0 Volt

Figure D.3
The red lines indicate the
current density streamlines
during the heating stage.
The large outer surfaces of
connector 1 (blue) and 2
(green) function as elec-
tric current inlet, respectively
ground.
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D.2.2 Boundary conditions during cooling

Thermal boundary conditions:

• All internal surfaces are thermally coupled (continuity).

• All external surfaces are thermally insulated.

• Initial conditions: the final state of the heating stage is used as initial condition
for the cooling stage.

Electric boundary conditions:

• The electric boundary conditions are the same as during the heating stage, except
for the inward current density, which is set to 0 [A/m2].

D.2.3 Mesh

Predefined mesh size: Extra Coarse
Exception: tissue patch ⇒ 2x refined
Resulting number of elements: ±24000 (Fig. D.4)

Figure D.4
Meshed FEM model. The
mesh size of the elements is
extra course, except for the
tissue patch, which is refined
twice from extra course.

D.2.4 Solver

• Analysis: transient

• Solver: time-dependent
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• Other solver parameters: default

• Time-stepping:

Case Heating [ms] Cool down [ms]
1 [0:0.050:0.50] [0:5:125]
2 [0:0.125:1.25] [0:5:125]
3 [0:0.125:2.50] [0:5:125]
4 [0:0.125:1.25] [0:5:125]
5 [0:0.125:1.25] [0:5:125]

• Linear system solver: GMRES

D.3 Validation

To validate the FEM simulations, the maximum heater temperatures in FEM are com-
pared to the corresponding experiments. The result of this comparison is shown in
Figure D.5. The figure shows for every simulated case the experiment in which the
generated heat is equal (’o’-marker) and two experiment with equal input settings for
electric current and pulse length (’+’-marker).

In the case of equal amount of generated heat, the presented results are independent
of variations in heating element resistance between experiment and simulation. The fact
that measured temperatures are consistently 15−25% lower than the mean temperature
found with FEM is probably due to a thin layer of water underneath the heating
element. In the FEM model the heating element is exactly aligned with the Teflon
substrate, without any fluid in between. In the experimental setup this alignment is
not perfect and a flimsy water (BSS) layer can be in between. Because water has high
heat capacitance and transfer capabilities, it acts like a heat sink. So, the extra ’heat
sink’ has a tempering effect on the temperature increase.

When the FEM results are compared to the experiments with identical input set-
tings, again the same relations show up between instrument heating and Tmax (Fig
D.5). The fact that the obtained Tmax is roughly 50% of the average maximum heater
temperature in FEM is caused by differences in initial heating element resistance and by
the previously described ’heat sink’-effect. Overall, the relations derived from the FEM
simulations are confirmed by the experimental measurements. Both comparisons prove
the validity of the FEM model, at least for the effects of pulse length and generated
heat on the HAZ volume.

Absolute values for the HAZ volume are validated with histological analysis of
tissue patches from the experiments. In FEM, the HAZ shape slightly differed from
the histological estimation: the HAZ volume in FEM is longer and wider, but the heat
penetration depth is smaller. Nevertheless, with both estimation techniques, the layer
with RPE cells is not affected by heat.

Estimation and validation of the amount of heat transfer from the heating element
to the tissue and/or environment is very challenging. A simple numerical simulation in
Matlab showed that the amount of generated heat, for identical input settings, highly
depends on the heat transfer to the tissue and environment. For instance, in free air
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Figure D.5
Comparison of maximum heater temperatures between FEM simulations and experiments.
Since in FEM temperature variations along the heated surface could be looked up, Tmax

is indicated by its average and a box bounded by its minimum and maximum temperature.
The circles represent the maximum (average) temperatures in the experiments with the
corresponding amount of generated heat. The ’+’ signs represent Tmax for the experiments
(2 trials per case) with equal input settings (amperage and pulse length).
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heating (low heat transfer to environment). When the input settings of a detachment
pulse are simulated in free air, the temperature reached values up to 1000 ◦C because
the temperature-gradient (δT/δt) increases very fast at low heat transfer. Taking into
account a non uniform heat distribution, the risk of a wire burn down is serious. From
experience with the experimental setup, this indication is confirmed. The numerical
simulation can give an idea about the amount of heat transfer from the heating element
by tuning the amount until Tmax matches (for equal input settings). However, then
one still does not know what amount is transfered to the tissue and what amount flows
into the heater substrate, heat sinks and environment. So, reliable estimations of the
amount of generated heat that is transferred to the patch could not be provided.



Appendix E

Experimental results

This appendix presents the detailed results of the specific experiments, FEM simu-
lations and histological analysis, performed for the research project into the indirect
HIAD principle. Section E.1 presents the experiments related to heat induced attach-
ment. Detachment is the topic of section E.2. The last section, containing tissue damage
related results, is section E.3. The experiment descriptions in these three sections are
ordered in a goal, method, result and discussion arrangement.

E.1 Attachment

Instrument heating and contact force between the tissue patch and the heated surface
are likely to play a dominant role on the adhesion force obtained with a HIAD instru-
ment. The combination of total amount of generated heat and heating time determine
the characteristics of instrument heating.
Besides the core experiments on instrument heating and contact force, additional ex-
periments are performed to explore the role of pull direction, pull force gradient, tissue
type and heated-surface material on the measured adhesion force.

E.1.1 Instrument heating versus adhesion force: normal direction

The aim of the attachment experiments is to find the relation between instrument
heating and adhesion force. Instrument heating is set up by the input parameters
generated heat and pulse length. The output variable, adhesion force, is the maximum
force obtained when the adhered instrument is pulled apart from the tissue.

The pulling direction is perpendicular to the instrument-tissue contact plane, which
is the normal direction (Fig. C.11). The input parameter pulse length ranges from
0.25−2.50ms in combination with a generated heat range of 3.5−20.0mJ . These input
limits span a grid that is highly expected to involve the relevant part for an indirect
HIAD application, based on literature [35], pilot experiments and FEM simulations.
The grid with realized heating settings, as shown in Figure E.1, is a trade-off between
an uniform grid distribution and the possibilities of the experimental setup. All 109
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different settings are repeated twice to find a reliable result. Except for both repetitions,
which are done subsequently, the experiments are performed in random order. The lack
of datapoints in the region of high pulse length and low amount of heat (lower right
corner) is no problem, because at those settings the heater temperature stays below the
level required for sufficient protein denaturation. The presented series of adhesion force
experiments (Fig. E.1) is performed with heating element #1, as all other experiments
described in this document had heating element #2. The instrument-tissue contact
force was set to 2mN .
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Figure E.1
Overview of realized heating pulses for the attachment experiments. The pulse settings are
distributed along the grid bounded by 0.25− 2.50ms and 3.5− 20.0mJ . Many of the 109
x 2 settings coincide in this plot. The grid boundaries are based on literature [35] and pilot
experiments.

Figure E.2 presents the measured adhesion forces along the Z-axis and the grid with
realized heating settings is placed in the XY-plane. To visualize the trends in the 3D
graph, a surface is fitted through the cloud of datapoints. The surface fit algorithm
is based on ridge regression; a trade of between the least-squares-error and surface
smoothness. An XY-projection of Figure E.2 can be found in Figure E.3.

The amount of generated heat seems dominant over pulse length in its effect on
adhesion force. Successful attachment was obtained within a limited segment of gener-
ated heat; increasing from 9− 11mJ at 0.75ms to 12− 14mJ at 2.50ms. This general
trend is interrupted at pulse length interval 1.25− 1.75ms. The reason for this defect
is not obvious. However, it could be caused by a bad concurrence of factors in the ex-
periments; reasons might be residual kidney fluids or a contaminated heating element.
Assuming the suggested hypothesis is true, the effect of pulse length (0.25 − 2.50ms)
on adhesion force is marginal.
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Figure E.2
Measured adhesion forces according to the tested input settings (indicated by black *).
A surface is fitted through the datapoints to brighten the relation between adhesion force
and both instrument heating variables. The surface fit suggests the adhesion force depends
highly on the amount of generated heat, while the pulse length plays a less significant role.

Figure E.3
Top view of Figure E.2. From this figure the instrument heating settings, leading to suc-
cessful heat induced attachment, are defined by the band from 9 − 11mJ at 0.75ms to
12− 14mJ at 2.50ms
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According to the peak at 10mJ & 0.75ms, the maximum adhesion force was ap-
proximately 2.5mN . The other peak (at 13mJ & 2.50ms) is less important, since its
shape is mainly determined by only two datapoints.

For the investigated intervals, the maximum temperature achieved during heating
mainly depends on the amount of generated energy (Fig. E.4), pulse length seems to
play a minor role. The physical relevance of these temperatures itself is low, since the
heater temperature is highly dynamic over the heat pulse. The typical shape of an
attachment heat pulse is shown in Figure F.1. The pulse’s temperature profile is likely
to account for the large deviation in temperature at which protein denaturation can be
expected from literature, to be between 65 and 100 ◦C, and in the experiments [10, 13,
14, 16]. Caution should be taken to distinguish between heater and tissue temperature.
The heater temperature is measured, but its relation to tissue temperature is unknown.
Furthermore, the heater temperature is an average over the heating element, while
temperature gradients existed along the element (sec. F.1).

To verify whether the measured adhesion forces are really induced by the instrument
heating, a series of 16 experiments is executed without heat pulse. In the cases without
heating, the measured adhesion force was less than 0.03mN .

Figure E.4
Maximum temperatures [ ◦C] measured during the heating pulses in the series of attachment
experiments. These are the peak temperatures in the highly dynamic heat pulse shape,
which can be found in Figure F.1. The datapoints (black *) coincide well with the surface
fit (colored surface). The surface fit suggests the maximum heater temperature is almost
linearly related to the amount of generated heat, independent of the pulse length (between
0.5 − 2.5ms). Probably, the amount of heat transfer during the heating phase is almost
time independent for heating pulses ≤ 2.5ms.
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Variations in adhesion force The interpretation of results in the previous para-
graph is fully based on the surface fitted through the datapoints. This paragraph will
discuss how reliable the surface fit represents the measured data. A reasonable ques-
tion, since the pulse settings distribution is not really dense compared to the relations
found and variations in adhesion force occurred at identical experiments.

The surface fit is a trade-off between surface smoothness and the least squares of
the residuals. Although serious variations in adhesion force exist for identical experi-
ments, the shape of the fitted surface is not dominated by the variations. The absolute
difference in adhesion force of each trial pair is plotted as red datapoints in Figure E.5.
Again a surface fit is added to estimate the effect of the variations on the adhesion
force surface fit. In the top view of Figure E.5, Figure E.6, one can see that variations
at the adhesion force peak locations are limited compared to Figure E.3.

The dataset can be divided in two separate datasets; one set with all first trials
and the other with all second trials of the same experiment. When surfaces are fitted
on both datasets, there are only minor differences in the surface shapes. For example,
the peaks and valleys appear at same locations, but the absolute height differs slightly.
Statistical methods, like confidence intervals, are not applicable here since the datapoint
density is too limited.

Figure E.5
This figure shows the absolute difference (mN) in adhesion force between both trials of all
tested settings (red *). To check whether the shape of Figure E.2 is reliable, or just caused
by variations among the trials, the surface fit is applied with the same color scheme.

A quantitative measure to determine variations is the relative difference in adhesion
force between the first and second trial. Figure E.7 displays the boxplot of the rel-
ative difference for all experiments with Fadhesion ≥ 0.25mN (in trial 1). The other
experiments (Fadhesion < 0.25mN) are rejected in this evaluation because they are not
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Figure E.6
Top view of Figure E.5. For comparison, the color distribution and colorbar are identical to
those in Figure E.3. The variations seem to be random; the ’adhesion force’-fit shape (Fig.
E.3) does not appear here and the locations of the peaks do not coincide with those in
Figure E.3. Although clear differences exist between subsequent trails, the relations derived
from the experimental results are still plausible.
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relevant for HIAD attachment and therefore, only bias the results. According to the
serious relative differences between trials, the reliability of heat induced attachment is
not optimal, what means that the effectiveness of an indirect HIAD instrument can
differ significantly. Tissue properties, as the (plasma like) fluids inside cadaver kidneys
and patch thickness, and instrument contamination are expected to be the main cause
for the variations. An excess of those fluids resulted in low adhesion force, maybe
due to fatty substances. Excess fluids were wiped of the renal cortex patch’ surface,
initial to the experiments, but this method might be inadequate. The effect of patch
thickness on measured adhesion force is discussed in a succeeding paragraph, named
pull force gradient. Another possible cause of variations, improper instrument-tissue
contact, played no role. This is verified by doing a number of trials with a ’floating’
heating element and sufficient contact force.

Figure E.7
Boxplot of relative differences in adhesion
force between trial 1 and 2 in the attachment
experiment series. The trial sets in which
the adhesion force in trial 1 was lower than
0.25mN are omitted, since their relevance is
minor and they bias the result. Nevertheless,
the relative difference between two trials was
significant.

Adhesion force: tangential direction

To have a clue about the strength of the heat induced instrument-tissue bond when
shear loads are applied, a series of adhesion force experiments is performed in tangential
pull direction. In FGT surgery, shear forces are present when the patch is positioned
underneath the retina.

The experimental setup is not capable of measuring contact force in the tangential
configuration. To ensure proper instrument-tissue contact anyway, the heater in pressed
into the tissue until tissue deformation was visible. However, both resolution and
accuracy of this method were poor. The main disadvantage of this improvised solution
is the ploughing effect of the heater when the pull force is applied in tangential direction.
The problem is that you are unable to distinguish between the contribution of adhesion
and ploughing in the measured forces on the tissue. Therefore, control experiments
,without heat pulse, are executed too. Seven trials of both experiment types, with and
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without heat pulse, are performed in alternating order. The properties of the heat pulse
were 9.1 ± 0.1mJ and 0.77ms. The experimental setup in tangential configuration is
presented in Figures C.11 and C.13 in section C.2.

The measured force curves, for both experiment types, are plotted in Figure E.8.
Since the adhesion force could not be extracted from the experiments, the force applied
on the tissue (in tangential direction) is displayed on the y-axis. From the plot one
can recognize a clear force drop (∆F ≥ 74%) in the tangential experiments (with heat
pulse), while this phenomenom did not appear in the control group (without heating
pulse). The control experiments learned us that ploughing forces can become over 200%
of the maximum obtained adhesion force in normal direction.
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Figure E.8
Forces measured on the tissue patch in experiments to test the tangential component of
adhesion. The trials ’with heating’ include a significant force drop (∆F ≥ 74%), probably
due to break down of the tissue-instrument bond. Forces measured in the trials, labeled
’without heating’, are caused by ploughing effects, which are explained in Figure E.9. The
force drop is not observed in this control group.

The force drop is probably the point where the tissue-instrument bond breaks (Fig.
E.9). The residual force is caused by ploughing. The force curve shape (Fig. E.8) of the
control group matches the ploughing theory. When the tangential force was applied,
the force on the patch increased until the instrument started to slip (plough) through
and out of the tissue patch corresponding to gentle force decay.
The tangential direction experiments of adhesion force have not led to quantitative
values of the adhesion force. However, it has become clear that the tangential com-
ponent of adhesion exists. The author even expects a higher tangential than normal
component of adhesion because peeling effects (Fig. E.11) play a less significant role in
tangential direction.
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Figure E.9
Due to deformations of the patch, the heat-
ing element induced ploughing effects. The
ploughing forces, indicated by the dotted ar-
rows, add up to the adhesion force (line ar-
rows) when the setup measures the force on
the tissue. The setup can not to distinguish
between both force components. There-
fore, the adhesion force in tangential direction
could not be determined.

Pull force gradient

Since the pull force gradient in the adhesion force experiments was rather low (force
gradient ∆F

∆t ≈ 0.13 ± 0.07 [mN/s]), peeling effects are likely to play a role, thereby
affecting the measured adhesion force. The goal of this experiment is to check whether
the measured adhesion force depends on the pull force gradient.

As input variable, the pull force gradient of the instrument actuator was ranged
from 80% to 480% of its nominal value. The variable range is covered by seventeen
experiments with additional focus on the region up to 200%. Instrument heating pa-
rameters and contact force were kept constant at 9.1 ± 0.1mJ & 0.77ms, respectively
2.0mN .

Figure E.10 makes clear that the pull force gradient definitely influences the mea-
sured adhesion force. The nominal pull force gradient is indicated by the green dashed
line. The red power fit (y = a · xb) gives an indication of the relation between the pull
force gradient and the measured adhesion force.

The power fit on the dataset seems to indicate viscoelastic behaviour; at low pull
force gradients the measured adhesion force is relatively low, probably due to peeling
effects over time (Fig. E.11). At high gradients, faster than peeling effects take place,
there seems to be a saturation level in measured adhesion force. The pull force gra-
dient probably had a significant effect on the obtained adhesion forces throughout the
experiments. The nominal pull force gradient is located clearly inside the ’unsaturated’
region, so the obtained forces are lower than they could have been. However, in FGT
surgery there will be cases too where the formed instrument-tissue bond is loaded with
pulling forces for several seconds, so the tests with the nominal gradient probably gave
a reliable approximation of the real situation. This experiment proved the importance
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Figure E.10
Experimental results and a power fit which show the relation between the (instrument) pull
force gradient and the measured adhesion force. The region around the nominal gradient
(green dashed line) is comparable to surgical situations.

of the instrument actuator too, since without it the pull force gradient would have
varied much more, having negative effects on the variations between tests.

Figure E.11
The relatively low pull force gradient resulted
in peeling effects. Peeling is induced by the
patch shape when the heat induced bond is
loaded. The bond gradually fails from both
edges, due to the peaks in the force distribu-
tion at the edges.

Another influencing parameter, closely related to pull force gradient, is the patch thick-
ness. An exploring experiment on 16 locations on a tissue patch of variable thickness
(1 ± 0.25mm), suggests a relation between patch thickness and measured adhesion
force, as indicated in Figure E.12. The inverted relation between patch thickness and
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measured adhesion force could be explained with tissue elasticity and the effect of pull
force gradient (or peeling effects). A thicker tissue patch shows increased elasticity
over an thinner patch. Increased elasticity results in a decreased force build up in the
instrument-tissue bond, which is similar to a lower pull force gradient.
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Figure E.12
Patch thickness influences the effective pull force gradient on the instrument-tissue bond,
since patch elasticity depends on thickness. Therefore, variations in patch thickness are
likely to induce variations on the measured adhesion force. This figure suggests that differ-
ences patch thickness caused variations in obtained adhesion forces.

Tissue type

All experiments described here are performed on fresh-cut Renal Cortex patches. To
minimize time related tissue alterations,the kidneys were used no longer than five days
after the pig was slaughtered. The patches used to test one parameter originated from
the same porcine kidney to exclude effects related to variation amongst kidneys. To
have a clue whether Renal Cortex was a proper substitute for Choroid tissue, the
adhesion force of both tissue types had to be compared.

The Choroid-RPE patches were extracted from porcine cadaver eyes, not older than
three days. Except for the tissue type, all other input variables were kept equal, set to
Q = 9.5±0.3mJ , t = 0.77ms and Fcontact = 2.0mN . Dataset ’Choroid-RPE’ contained
20 trials and dataset ’Renal-Cortex’ 10. Experiments were performed on the choroidal
side of the patches.

The results are combined in two boxplots, presented in Figure E.13. From the
boxplots we see comparable adhesion forces (mean and variation) for both Renal-Cortex
and Choroid-RPE.
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According to this comparison, Renal-Cortex seems to be a proper substitute for
Choroid-RPE to test the indirect HIAD principle, at least for the order of adhesion
forces found. The adhesion force is only tested for one setting, so the results involve
no information on whether the relations found for Renal Cortex also hold for Choroid
tissue. Nevertheless, the author expects that the tested relations in general are also
valid for Choroid because many material properties are comparable. In two of the
Choroid-RPE experiments a layer of capillary vessels, attached to the heated surface,
was pulled apart from the capillary bed while the blood vessels acted as elastic pull
cables. Probably, the Choroid capillary vessels are less firm connected than in Renal
Cortex. This might be a disadvantage for an indirect HIAD instrument for FGT surgery.
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Figure E.13
Comparison of adhesion forces obtained with Renal Cortex and Choroid-RPE. Both tissue
types are tested at equal settings. For the tested settings the adhesion force is comparable
(mean and variation).

Heated-surface material

The precise reason why denaturing proteins adhere to a metal surface is not clear, the
material characteristics could play a role in the formation of the bond. To investi-
gate whether the heated surface material is an issue or not for instrument design, two
different heating elements are compared on the adhesion force they realize for certain
amounts of generated heat.

The first material is Platinum, biocompatible and used throughout all experiments
described in this article. The second material is (Common)Brass (CuZn37), a cheap
but non biocompatible material that also owns a clear TCR coefficient, required for
temperature calculations. Although a Brass heater surface cannot be used in clinical
applications, it can give an indication whether the heater surface material is an issue in
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HIAD or not. Surface roughness was scanned with a light interferometer and appeared
to be Ra ≈ 0.25µm and Ra ≈ 0.30µm for Platinum respectively Brass, which is very
smooth and well comparable. For both materials, the adhesion force is tested for a
series of pulse lengths (0.33− 2.50ms) at equivalent power settings.

The resulting amount of generated heat is plotted against the obtained adhesion
forces in Figure E.14. Although the datapoints are scattered, the trendlines give a slight
indication of performance. Focusing on adhesion force, Platinum seems to induce higher
forces than Brass (CuZn37).

Care should be taken, because both materials are only tested once. The amount of
generated heat for maximum adhesion force is around 10mJ for both materials. The
evidence for conclusions is sparse. However, the results suggest that heater surface
material can play a role when considering adhesion force per unit of area, while the
amount of required generated heat is independent of the material choice.
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Figure E.14
Comparison of two heater surface materials, Platinum and Brass, on obtained adhesion
force. Both materials are tested once for one vector of generated heat values. Maximum
adhesion seems to occur around 10mJ for both materials. Platinum has a slight advantage
over Brass when considering adhesion force. Summarizing, the heating element’s surface
material is likely to play a role in HIAD effectiveness but effects on the HIAD relations are
not expected.

E.1.2 Contact force versus adhesion force

For the design of an indirect HIAD based tissue manipulator, it makes sense to know
in what way contact force influences the realized adhesion force. If contact force is an
important issue, the instrument should help the surgeon in applying the desired contact
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force.
Adhesion force experiments were performed with contact forces ranging from 0.5−

4.0mN . The range’s lower bound represents only slight contact, while the upper bound
is beyond the realistic contact force in FGT surgery. The range is divided in 36 uni-
formly distributed contact force levels, which were performed in random order and
repeated twice. The heat pulse characteristics were 9.2± 0.3mJ and 0.77ms.

Figure E.15 shows all 72 datapoints and a power trendline (y = a · xb) fitted to the
dataset. The graph indicates an increase in adhesion bond strength when the contact
force, prior to the heat pulse, increases.
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Figure E.15
Although the variation is large, the experimental results indicate that the realized adhesion
force depends on the contact force in indirect HIAD applications. A power trendline is added
to clarify the general relation between contact force and adhesion force. The decision for
a power trendline is based on the theory of effective contact area between a rigid (heating
element) and a soft (tissue) material. The trendline is extrapolated to Fcontact = 0mN to
give an idea of what could happen when there is no proper instrument-tissue contact. Due
to the large variations, the power trendline R2 = 0.4377.

The observed contact force - adhesion force relation probably depends on the effec-
tive contact area. The relation matches the theory of an increase in effective contact
area when the contact force increases, which is plausible with a combination of a very
rigid (heater) and a very flexible (tissue) material. If this theory is responsible for the
measured relation, a saturation level in adhesion force is expected when the effective
contact area is maximal. In case the hypothesis of a saturation level is true, the power-
type trendline is more realistic than the linear one. In the plot one finds rather large
variations in adhesion force amongst trials. The variations account for the poor R2

value of the power fit; R2 = 0.4377 (Matlab curve fitting toolbox) or R2 = 0.559 (MS
Excel). In case of a linear fit (y = a · x+ b), the R2 value is even worse; R2 = 0.4247.
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E.2 Detachment

Improper instrument heating will lead to insufficient detachment of the tissue patch.
Severe heating probably leads to effective detachment, but with an excess of tissue dam-
age. The experiments presented here make a mapping of detachment success induced by
different settings of instrument heating. Since during the instrument cool down phase
the temperature crosses the adhesion region, the tissue might reattach when there is
still physical contact with the instrument. To find out whether this phenomenon occurs
reattachment is also tested.

E.2.1 Instrument heating versus detachment

The detachment experiments aim to gain insight in the relation between instrument
heating and detachment success. Both variables of instrument heating, generated heat
and pulse length, are tested.

As in the attachment experiments, the grid of generated heat and pulse length is
used, but the upper limit for pulse length is reduced to 1.50ms because the detachment
principle is based on quick heating. The grid of realized settings (70 x 2), to test de-
tachment, is shown in Figure E.16. After the attachment pulse (9.4mJ & 0.77ms), a
pull force of 0.3mN was applied and then the detachment pulse was fired. The detach-
ment success: no, partial or full detachment depended on Ftissue after the detachment
pulse was fired. Ftissue < 0.2mN was considered full, 0.2 ≤ Ftissue ≤ 2.8mN partial
and Ftissue > 2.8mN no detachment.

The results of the detachment tests are presented, on the grid of input settings,
in Figure E.17, while Figure E.18 shows the same data but with Tmax on the Y-
axis. In both figures, detachment seems to be almost independent of pulse length
in the investigated domain. Roughly below 5mJ and for Tmax ≤ 80 ◦C there was no
detachment. Full detachment seems to happen when the amount of generated heat
was over 8mJ or Tmax ≥ 130 ◦C. The section in between accommodates the transition
space between no and full detachment, mentioned partial detachment in this research.
Maximum heater temperatures measured on the detachment experiments are plotted as
a function of generated heat and pulse length in Figure E.19. The colorbar, indicating
temperature, is equal to the same plot of the adhesion force experiments (Figure E.4).

The combination of experimental results and experience with detachment intensify
the feeling that the maximum heating element temperature is the key element for
successful detachment. The ideal temperature pulse probably has a very sharp peak
shape, but with a relatively uniform heating element temperature distribution. In
Figure F.1 the temperature profiles of both the realized (full) detachment pulse and the
proposed pulse are plotted. The proposed profile is expected to have a more optimal
trade off between detachment effectiveness and thermal damage. Literature states
the tissue temperature should be 100 ◦C for heat induced detachment. Temperatures
mentioned in the experimental results (≥ 130 ◦C) are heating element temperatures.
Since time is an important factor in heat transfer, a temperature difference of 30 ◦C
plausible.
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Figure E.16
In total, seventy different detachment pulses were tested randomly and subsequently re-
peated twice. The realized heating pulses for the detachment experiments differ slightly
from those of the attachment experiments (Fig. E.1), due to other heating element char-
acteristics.
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Figure E.17
Detachment success for various energy and pulse length settings. For the investigated
interval, the detachment success seems to be independent of pulse length. For effective
detachment, at least 8mJ of generated heat is required. This figure, and the detachment
tests in general, involve no information of the probability of successful detachment.
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Figure E.18
Detachment success related to Tmax and pulse length. When Tmax ≥ 130 ◦C the patch
is likely to detach from the heating element. At t < 0.5ms, full detachment seems to
happen at lower temperatures. This phenomenon is probably induced by the temperature
measurement method, so it should not be considered important.

To ensure effective detachment, one should apply a detachment pulse with Tmax

well over 130 ◦C. Nevertheless, the damaged tissue volume will then be much larger.
Since the whole intention of using indirect HIAD is to minimize tissue damage, one
could also think of applying a relative low temperature detachment pulse and repeat
the detachment pulse several times to obtain full detachment. In fact, the optimal
trade off between detachment probability and tissue damage should be determined.

Reattachment

Reattachment would be a major drawback of the indirect HIAD principle with seri-
ous implications for the design of a HIAD instrument. The purpose of the following
experiment is to test whether tissue reattaches after detachment or not.

The reattachment experiment has almost the same protocol as the detachment
test, only the contact force was set back to 2mN before the detachment pulse was
applied. After the detachment pulse, the instrument was pulled off while the force on
the tissue patch was recorded. The used pulse characteristics were 9.0mJ & 0.77ms and
10.7mJ & 1.25ms for attachment respectively detachment. The series of reattachment
experiments consisted of 8 reattachment trials completed with 4 controls to check the
adhesion force realized with only the attachment pulse.

The significant adhesion forces after detachment, as plotted in Figure E.20, imply
that reattachment occurred. Normally, the detachment pulse would decrease the bond
strength and lead to full detachment. Compared to the four trials without the detach-
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Figure E.19
Detachment experiments: Tmax [ ◦C] according to generated heat and pulse length (black
*). The surface fitted through the datapoints and the colorbar has the same colorscale
as the corresponding plot of attachment experiments (Fig. E.4). Differences in Tmax at
equal instrument heating settings in the attachment and detachment series are caused by the
thermal response characteristics of heating element #1 (attachment) and #2 (detachment)
which is discussed in section C.6.1.
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ment pulse, the adhesion force has only increased instead of the expected decrease.
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Figure E.20
The tissue patch not only reattached to the heating element after detachment (N=8),
the bond strength was even higher than in the control experiments (N=4) without the
detachment pulse.

When the adhesion forces of the reattachment series are compared to the control
group, it seems like the detachment pulse has even increased the bond strength. This
can point at the truth of the ’multiple attachment pulses lead to a higher bond strength’-
hypothesis by Vankov [9], since the generated heat in attachment and detachment was
in the same order of magnitude. Temperature gradients along the heated surface,
combined with differences in heat transfer between adhered and non-adhered tissue,
might have resulted in a larger effective adhesion area and thus a higher bond strength.
The fact that reattachment not only occurs, but even might increase the bond strength,
has serious consequences for the tissue manipulator design. Either the design should
avoid physical contact between the heated surfaces and tissue during the cool down
following detachment heating, or much quicker cool down of the heating element might
solve the reattachment problem, but this is very hard to achieve when cool down is a
passive process.

E.3 Tissue damage

The aim to develop a HIAD based delicate tissue manipulator is to minimize tissue
damage. To estimate the amount of tissue damage due to instrument heating, two
methods are used; the first has a technical approach, while the second follows the
common clinical pathway. In the technical approach a FEM model of instrument, tissue
and environment forms the base for electro-thermal simulations. The clinical method
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involves a histological examination of the structural changes in the tissue patch with a
microscope. Both methods are discussed subsequent sections, starting with the FEM
simulations.

E.3.1 FEM thermal simulations

A Finite Element Method (FEM) model of the instrument, tissue patch and environ-
ment is built in Comsol Multiphysics 3.5. Details about the model are presented in
appendix D. The model simulates resistive instrument heating and heat transfer over
time. The subgoals of the thermal simulations were:

1. Determine the effect of pulse length on HAZ dimensions.

2. Determine the effect of generated heat on HAZ dimensions.

3. Get insight in the development of the HAZ over time.

4. Determine the distinctive contribution of the heating- and cool down phase to
the HAZ.

5. Estimate the dimensions of the HAZ in case of successful detachment.

6. Determine the effects of generated heat and pulse length on the temperature
distribution of the heated surface.

The last subgoal is not directly related to tissue damage, but brings in valuable infor-
mation of the heater performance.

Two HAZ levels are distinguished; the first level is the worst case scenario in which
the HAZ is defined as a box enclosing the 43 ◦C isothermal surface. In the second level,
the HAZ is defined as a box enclosing the 60 ◦C isothermal surface. Since cell death is
time dependent and heating times are very short in indirect HIAD, the HAZ60 probably
gives a more representative estimation than the HAZ43. To achieve the desired insights,
five different instrument heating settings are simulated and compared. The simulated
settings are pointed out in Figure E.21 and labeled case 1 to 5. The settings are based
on the amount of generated heat required for successful detachment and the grid of
tested pulse settings. The lowest generated heat setting (case 5) simulates successful
detachment, while the amount of heat is limited. The other cases (1-4) also induce
successful detachment, but with an excess of generated heat.

The results of the five full cycle (heating & cool down) thermal simulations provide
the following conclusions to the subgoals:

1. For pulse lengths ≤ 2.5ms the dimensions of the HAZ seem to be independent to
pulse length (see case 1-3 in Figure E.24).

2. The larger the amount of generated heat, the larger the HAZ volume (see case 4,
2 and 5 in Figure E.24).
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Figure E.21
The red stars represent the five simulation cases with respect to the tested attachment
pulse settings (blue *). The results of those thermal simulations gave insights in the effects
of generated heat and pulse length on tissue damage, as well as on the thermal response
of the heater.

3. Although the heating element is designed to have minimal heat capacity, the cool
down phase (75−125 ms) is a relative very slow process compared to the heating
phase (≤ 2.5 ms). Table E.1 shows a filmstrip with snapshots of the results of
thermal simulation case 5.

4. Heat transfer into the tissue mainly seems to happen during the passive cool down
phase. At the heating phase’s end, a significant amount of heat is ’stored’ in the
heating element and the adjacent tissue layers. During cool down, this ’stored’
heat distributes through the tissue patch. Figure E.23 gives an example of the
differences in size of the HAZ immediately after the heating phase and during the
cool down phase for both the 43 and 60 ◦C HAZ. When using box approximations
for the HAZ, the HAZ43 volume almost doubles from heating to cool down, while
the HAZ60 volume hardly changes. The effect of the separate phases on the
functionality or effectiveness of attachment or detachment is unknown.

5. With 11.9mJ generated heat in a heating element of 1.00 x 0.30 x 0.025 mm (l x
w x h), the HAZ43 in the simulation was 1.35 x 0.51 x 0.14 mm (l x w x h). The
HAZ60 volume was approximately half the HAZ43 volume.

6. In general, temperature variations along the heated surface decrease when the
generated power ([W] or Q/t) decreases. Furthermore, the maximum temperature
increases as the generated heat amount increases. To illustrate these claims, see
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the heater temperature ranges according to the heating pulse’s end in Figure D.5
in section D.3.

Figure E.22
In the left picture, the red arrow marks the viewpoint of the filmstrip with snapshots of the
heating- and cool down-stage from a thermal simulation, as referred to in table E.1. The
right picture shows the 2D-projection of the FEM model, seen from the viewpoint.
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Figure E.23
The HAZ volumes for the 43 ◦C and 60 ◦C isotherms during the heating stage (left), re-
spectively the cool down stage (right). The HAZ43 (shaded) expands significantly during
cool down, due to heat transfer from the heating element and its adjacent tissue layers. The
HAZ60 (blue filled) expansion is negligible when heating and cool down stage are compared.

The thermal simulations with the FEM model of the indirect HIAD instrument
generated valuable insights in the effects of input parameters generated heat and pulse
length on the HAZ dimensions. Furthermore, it gives indications of the HAZ dimensions
(Fig. E.24) and temperature gradients along the heated surface. However, to verify
the absolute dimensions of the HAZ, the results should be validated with heat induced
damage on real tissue patches. The next section describes the results of several exploring
histological examinations of heat induced damage on RPE-choroid patches.
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Table E.1
Filmstrip with the results of the heating and cool down stage of simulation case 5. The
pictures show the 43, 60 and 100 ◦C isosurface wireframes. The viewpoint with respect to
the transparent FEM model is shown in Figure E.22. Under every snapshot, the time is
displayed. Between the heating and cool down stage, the time counter is reset.
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FEM simulations: Heat Affected Zone

Figure E.24
Cross sectional views (short side) of the patch and the heating element through the middle
of the heating element. For all five simulated cases, the HAZ volumes for the 43 ◦C and
60 ◦C isotherms are plotted. The heating element, patch thickness and HAZ dimensions
are in real proportions.
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E.3.2 Histologic examination

Thermal damage on several locations on two Choroid-RPE patches is investigated ac-
cording to the clinical standard. The dimensions of the zone with structural changes
will be used to verify the HAZ volume estimation from the FEM model.

Porcine eyes were obtained from the slaughterhouse and retina pigment epithelium
(RPE) and choroid grafts were prepared. Two graft were used for histological analysis.
Both grafts consisted of 11 contact points at its choroidal side. The patches are sub-
jected to an attachment (9.0mJ & 0.77ms) and detachment (10.7mJ & 1.25ms) heat
pulse, corresponding to grasp and release of the patch in surgery. For light microscopy,
the tissue was fixed in 4% buffered paraformaldehyde and subsequently embedded in
paraffin wax and processed for serial sectioning (10µm thick sections). The tissue was
stained with haematoxylin and eosin (HE). To assess thermal damage of the graft, at-
tention was paid to the structure of the vessels of the choroid and choriocapillaris. In
addition, the continuity of the RPE as a single layer was evaluated.

The choroidal and choriocapillary vessels had normal anatomical appearances in
the majority of the sections. Only at very local and few places the choroidal anatomy
was abnormal. It was unclear to the examiner whether this was due to pre-existing
abnormalities or due toe thermal damage. The tissue in these small abnormal areas had
no colour changes (darker), which might be associated with thermal damage. Pictures
of the grafts are not available, due to a broken camera-microscope at the Erasmus MC
(Rotterdam). The length and width of this abnormal areas was less than about 200µm
for all investigated cases. These dimensions were roughly estimated according to the
number of sections (10µm per section) that exhibited this abnormality and according
to the known mean size of choroidal vessels. Mechanical loads in patch preparation and
testing might also have affected the local anatomy. The RPE layer was continuous in
all sections, whether or not the underlying choroidal vessels were anatomical disturbed.
Despite this continuity, the RPE layer had a degenerated appearance in all sections.

The size of the areas with anatomical disturbed choroidal vessels was smaller than
the heated contact points (1.0 x 0.3mm). This, together with the observation that
no tissue colour changes were observed, is suggestive that no obvious thermal tissue
damage of the RPE-choroidal graft is induced by indirect HIAD. The degenerated
RPE layer is very likely contributed to the delay of time of death of the pig and the
experiment and, moreover, that the graft was secured to the test setup at its RPE side
with its resulting mechanical damage.

Even if the choroid of the graft is locally disturbed by thermal damage, this is very
unlikely to have a negative influence on revascularisation of the graft or on the overlying
RPE. Therefore, one might conclude that the thermal damage in the HIAD procedure
to grasp and release tissue is harmless to the RPE-choroid graft.
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Appendix F

Discussion and recommendations

Section F.1 explains how the instrument performance affected the research results. In
section F.2 the future perspective of indirect HIAD in general and in FGT surgery is
described. Section F.3 presents the future research direction to develop the indirect
HIAD principle further.

F.1 Effect of instrument performance on results

This section explains how the bond strength, attachment reliability and reattachment
phenomena, as found in the HIAD research project, are related to the performance
of the instrument prototype and gives recommendations about how to tackle those
challenges.

Temperature profile of heat pulses

The instrument heating temperature profile that led to the strongest obtained attach-
ment is plotted in Figure F.1. The heating phase was recorded in the experiment, the
cool down profile is determined with the FEM simulations, since this could not be mea-
sured. In the attachment temperature profile two features need attention: at first, the
passive cool down process is very slow (75 − 125ms) compared to heating (≤ 2.5ms).
Secondly, the maximum heating element temperature was 180 ◦C, while heat induced
detachment is expected from a tissue temperature of 100 ◦C [10, 13, 14, 16]. Even for
short heating, a temperature difference of 80 ◦C between instrument and contacting
tissue is very unlikely.

The temperature profile of the heating pulse that led to full detachment basically
had the same shape as the attachment pulse, but Tmax = 130 ◦C (Fig. F.1).

Temperature gradients along heating element

The temperatures presented in Figure F.1 and in this report are an average over the
heating element, but is reality temperature gradients existed. Although platinum is a
moderate heat conductor (compared to copper), the very rapid heat generation caused
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Figure F.1
Realized and recommended temperature profiles for the standard attachment and detach-
ment pulse. The proposed pulse profiles are expected to be more effective in generation of
larger bond strengths and avoidance of reattachment. However, they are not tested and
only indicate their preferred shape.

temperature gradients along the heated surface. Figure F.2 displays two schematic
pictures of the heating element’s surface; the top one with a uniform temperature,
as was intended in the heater design. The bottom one represents the actual situation
during heating. Insights in temperature distributions comes from the FEM simulations.

Bond strength

The maximum realized adhesion force per unit of area was Fadhesion
Aheating element

= 2.5mN
0.3mm =

8.3mN/mm2. In literature, the adhesion strength is Fadhesion
Aheating element

= 20mN/mm2, so
more than twice as high [9, 35]. Besides expectable variations according to another
tissue type, this significant deviation is likely to be caused by both the heater’s thermal
characteristic (fig. F.1) and the non-uniform temperature distribution along the heating
element (fig. F.2).

The heating element reached (average) temperatures up to 180 ◦C, so most probably
the tissue temperature exceeded 100 ◦C what normally leads to detachment. Due to
the temperature profile, the tissue probably attached, detached and (partly) reattached.
Overall, this might have resulted in low bond strengths. Most probably the amount of
generated heat was dominant for attachment success and the graft (partially) detached
at the moment of peak temperatures, leading to suboptimal adhesion.

In case of temperature gradients along the heated area, only part of the heating
element’s surface has the proper temperature range for adhesion. Taking Figure F.2
as example, the temperature gradient along the heated surface might cause the tissue
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Heating element: temperature distribution

Intended / measured 
situation

Real situation

Figure F.2
Schematic representations of the temperature distribution along the heating element’s sur-
face in the intended/measured situation (top) and in the real situation (bottom). The
temperature along the surface of the heating element is not uniform during heating, as was
intended in the design. The experimental setup can only measure the average temperature.
Thermal simulations with the FEM model created insight in the actual temperature distri-
bution. The center part (red) is hotter and the border region (yellow) is cooler, so only
the part in between (orange) is in the desired temperature range. Examples of temperature
variations for several instrument heating cases are presented in Figure D.5 (sec. D.3).

to adhere at the cooler border section (yellow), while the center section (red) is at
detachment temperature. For instance if the adhered surface area is only 50% of the
the maximum area, the ratio Fadhesion

Aheatingelement
is already in the order of literature values.

Attachment reliability

The indirect HIAD principle did not prove reliable in the sense of obtained adhesion
forces. Substantial variations in adhesion force existed when identical experiments were
repeated (sec. E.1.1). Those variations are probably caused mostly by tissue related
properties (inhomogeneities, fluid content), but also the thermal performance of the
heater could have played a role. For instance, local heat transfer can differ due to
surface contamination.

Reattachment

Although the heater is designed to cool down as fast as possible, the cool down phase
is really slow compared to the heating phase (Fig. F.1). Most probably, the tissue
reattached when the instrument cooled down from a detachment pulse while a contact
force was applied. Tissue temperatures could not be obtained, but are likely to be in
the protein denaturation region for a relatively long period (> 10ms) in the cool down
phase. In surgery, a contact force during detachment is no exception.
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Why attachment required more heat than detachment

If the results of the adhesion force experiments (sec. E.1.1) are combined with those of
the detachment experiments (sec. E.2), questions arise. Completely against the estab-
lished HIAD theory (app. B) that detachment requires more generated heat (higher
temperatures) than attachment, the opposite is suggested by the results. Figure F.1
presents the heater temperature curves leading to strong adhesion respectively success-
ful detachment. The temperature of detachment (Tmax = 130 ◦C) is well below that for
attachment (Tmax = 170 ◦C). However, one should realize the attachment experiments
were performed with heating element 1 and the detachment test with element 2 (sec.
C.6.1). Nevertheless, the amount of generated heat for proper attachment (≥ 9mJ) is
also higher than the required energy for detachment (≥ 8mJ). The determined energy
level for detachment is the lower bound. Maybe the stated energy level only caused
partial detachment, but the remaining bond was too weak to resist the peeling forces.
So in total, the perceived full detachment was a combination of partial detachment and
mechanical failure.

A more plausible explanation for this artifact might be enclosed in the heater tem-
perature curve (Fig. F.1) and the difference in thermal conductivity between fresh
and denatured tissue [22]. From the attachment experiments it seems like the amount
of generated heat has more importance than temperature, in case the temperature is
not constant but highly dynamic. For detachment, not the amount of heat but the
maximum heater temperature is expected to be the most important parameter.

Basic assumption in the development of the heater was to limit heating time to
2.50ms, based on the theoretical relation between heating time and HAZ volume (app.
B). Therefore, the heating power had to be high (5− 20W ) what led to a nearly linear
relation between the amount of generated heat and Tmax for the investigated pulse
length range. So, generation of heat for effective attachment inevitably led to excessive
peak temperatures, while for detachment an excess of heat had to be generated to
obtain the desired heating element temperature. To solve this, a more advanced heat
pulse control is required.

To conclude, attachment required more generated heat than detachment because
attachment is mainly energy dependent, while detachment is temperature dependent.

Recommended attachment and detachment pulse

The attachment temperature curve, realized with this prototype, seems far from opti-
mal. Bond strength is expected to increase significantly with a heating element that
can heat tissue quickly to 70 − 100 ◦C, maintain this temperature for several millisec-
onds, followed by rapid cool down. Longer pulse lengths also decrease the problem of
temperature gradients along the heating element. In Figure F.1 the proposed attach-
ment temperature profile is sketched. The HIAD bond strength will improve further
when multiple attachment pulses are applied.

Detachment asks for another type of instrument heating than attachment. In de-
tachment, the amount of generated heat is of minor importance than the peak tempera-
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ture of the heating element. For effective detachment, the heating element temperature
should increase rapidly (≤ 1ms) to at least 130 ◦C and cool down instantly to avoid
reattachment. Instant cool down is impossible in reality, but very rapid cool down
might sort the same effect. The amount of generated heat could be even less than
attachment requires. A typical example of the recommended detachment temperature
profile is shown in Figure F.1. Detachment probability is not tested is not tested in this
research, but it does not have to be 100% necesseraly since applying multiple pulses
has no drawbacks if the pulseinterval is in the order of seconds.

F.2 Future perspective of indirect HIAD

In this section, the conclusions from the research results and previous sections are
combined to sketch the current state of development of the indirect HIAD principle.
Furthermore, a view is given on the future perspective of HIAD in general and specific
for implementation in FGT surgery.

F.2.1 Current state of development

Before the HIAD research project started, only two proof of principles were available,
accompanied with a very rough indication about proper instrument heating for suc-
cessful attachment and detachment.

After the experimental research, thermal simulations and histologic analysis, rela-
tions between instrument heating and adhesion force, detachment and tissue damage
are known. Moreover, contact force proved to be an input parameter with large in-
fluence on adhesion force and reattachment appeared to be a serious problem. The
HIAD principle, especially concerning attachment, seems very sensitive to small exter-
nal variations, for example tissue properties. Therefore, the principle is too unreliable
to implement in a final prototype at this moment.

F.2.2 Future potential of indirect HIAD

Indirect HIAD has several major advantages compared to common grasp and release
techniques; it can ’grasp’ a delicate tissue patch from one side effectively, th penetration
depth of heat will be limited to 200µm and mechanical damage will be negligible when
a HIAD manipulator works well. The most important challenges are to improve the
reliability of attachment and to find a solution for the reattachment problem. Bond
strength was quite low during most experiments, but there is many playroom for im-
provements (e.g. uniform heater temperature, proper heat pulse). The experimental
parameters are expressed in heating-principle independent variables (mJ and ms) to
make the results compatible to other heating solutions.

In the future, HIAD manipulators are not likely to be used widely in the clinical field.
In most procedures, conventional forceps are preferable because of their robustness,
reliability and the ability to apply a range of grasping forces. Only in niche markets
in eye and brain surgery, where very delicate tissues / membranes have to be handled
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and required grasping forces are relatively low, HIAD is preferable over conventional
grasping techniques. Furthermore, indirect HIAD probably will not work on tissues
with a large fat content.

F.2.3 Implementation in FGT

A HIAD manipulator is a promising solution for FGT surgery if the attachment relia-
bility could be improved and the reattachment problem is solved. The key to success
is determined by the possibility to generate desired temperature curves of the heating
elements, especially for quick cool down. At the current state of development it is not
possible yet to implement the indirect HIAD principle in an FGT instrument. The next
four sections compare HIAD bond strength to retina-RPE adhesion, give an estimation
of the amount of thermal damage involved, discuss the electrical safety and present
design ideas and considerations for a HIAD based FGT instrument.

HIAD bond strength vs. retina-RPE adhesion

Retina-RPE adhesion is expressed as peel-off force. This indirect HIAD research did not
involve peel force tests, but due to the relatively low pull force gradients in the adhesion
force tests, peeling occurred occasionally. For a negative estimation of the instrument-
tissue peel force, let’s assume that peeling occurred simultaneously along both short
sides (0.3mm) of the heating element when the applied pull force was 1.25mN . The
instrument-tissue peel force is than 1.25/2 · 0.3mm = 2.1mN/mm, which is equivalent
to 2100dyne/cm. Compared to the maximum retina-RPE peel force (200dyne/cm),
measured by Kita et al. [34], and correcting for the human eye (x1.4) and high peel
rates (x2), the maximum retina-RPE peel force is 560dyne/cm. Although this is a very
negative scenario, the HIAD peel force is still almost 4 times as large as the retina-RPE
peel force.

Heat Affected Zone in FGT case

By projecting the research results on the FGT surgery case, the HIAD principle can
be judged. One important HIAD property is the amount of damage it will induce to
the tissue RPE-choroid patch. By combining the measured HIAD bond strength, the
simulated HAZ and the FGT tissue manipulator requirements, the total HAZ volume
to a Choroid-RPE can be calculated. The HAZ volume is assumed to scale linearly
with the heated surface, which is not complete true. The effect of heating element
shape is not considered, since it is unknown.

As explained in section C.1, an FGT manipulator needs at least 4 heating points
which can bear 1.7mN each. The HIAD bond strength at effective instrument heating
is 2.5mN

0.3mm2 = 8.3mN/mm2 (sec. E.1.1). The following calculation leads to the total
damaged patch volume % in the FGT case:
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Required force = 4 · 1.7mN (sec. C.1)

Required area = 4 · 1.7mN
8.3mN/mm2

= 0.82mm2

HAZ43(0.82mm2) =
0.82
0.30

·HAZ43(0.30mm2)

= 2.73 · 0.094mm3 = 0.257mm3

HAZ60(0.82mm2) =
0.82
0.30

·HAZ60(0.30mm2)

= 2.73 · 0.047mm3 = 0.128mm3

Volume patch = 3.0 · 3.0 · 0.25mm = 2.25mm3

Volume % HAZ43 = 0.257/2.25 ≈ 11%
Volume % HAZ60 = 0.128/2.25 ≈ 6%

The volume percentages inevitably need some notes. If the manipulator functions
as intended, there will be no thermal and mechanical damage to the RPE layer. The
damage is spread over four locations along the edge of the patch, new vessel ingrowth
would be no problem. Moreover, the amount of thermal damage decreases when the
adhesion strength could be increased, due to the smaller heated area.

From histological analysis we know that the amount of thermal damage will be
limited to a small region around the heating elements and solely to the choroid layer.
The RPE cells will neither be affected by heat, nor by harmful mechanical stress.
Compared to commonly used clinical thermal techniques, e.g.coagulation, the thermal
damage is very limited.

Compared to conventional tissue manipulation instruments, the total amount of
damage will not be significantly lower with an indirect HIAD manipulator. Nevertheless
HIAD performs better, because what counts is the location of damaged zone.

Electrical safety

From the perspective of performance, size and costs, resistive heating is the best heating
principle. Resistive heating means you have to deal with voltages and currents inside
the human body, thus electrical safety is an important issue.

The current density that could be induced by an instrument determines the electric
safety, since flowing currents disturb the biological cell processes. Of course, the real
hazards can only be determined with failure mode analysis from the final design of
an instrument. Nevertheless, a rough indication of the potential current density can
be made from the actual instrument prototype. Assuming that tissue has the same
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electrical properties as BSS, that the tissue current is induced by the voltage drop
over the 1.0mm heating element and that the supply current will not exceed 20A, the
current density can be calculated:

Ihe = 20[A] (Input current)

ρPt = 1.06 · 10−7[Ω ·m] (Pt resistivity)
ρBSS = 0.71[Ω ·m] (BSS resistivity)

Rhe = ρ · lhe

Ahe
(Resistance of heating element)

Rhe = 1.06 · 10−7 · 1.0 · 10−3

0.3 · 0.025 · 10−6
= 0.0141[Ω]

∆Uhe = Ihe ·Rhe = 0.283[V ]
Itissue

Atissue
=

∆Uhe

ρBSS · l
=

0.283[V ]
0.71 · 0.001[Ω ·m2]

Itissue

Atissue
= 398

[A]
[m2]

= 39.8
[mA]
[cm2]

(Current density)

This calculation suggests the current density in the tissue will not exceed 40mA/cm2

at pulse lengths shorter than 10ms, which is expected to be harmless. For example,
another intra-ocular device applied 50mA/cm2 for 5 minutes and was considered safe
[36].

Design

The HIAD prototype could be downscaled to a handheld device since the electric circuit
is not complicated and the large battery could be replaced by a capacitor. Using
a capacitor has more advantages: it is light, the stored energy is limited (in case
of a failure) and the energy discharge characteristic creates the desired input for a
temperature block pulse (if elements are tuned well). Chip fabrication technologies
could be used to manufacture the heating elements and their feeding circuit accurately.

The HIAD research project initiated with the demand for a better performing tissue
manipulator for FGT surgery. An impression of a HIAD manipulator for FGT surgery is
presented in Figure F.3. It is a handheld device with two buttons; to fire the attachment
and detachment pulse. To prevent patch folding, the end effector (see insert) has four
heating elements. Above the end effector, the patch (3 x 3 x 0.25mm) is shown in
1 : 1 scale with respect to the instrument. The manipulator will only make physical
contact with the bottom (choroid) side of the patch. As can be seen from Figure F.3,
the end effector and shaft have to be very small for intra-ocular surgery. For example,
the shaft diameter may not exceed 0.8mm. Downscaling the HIAD manipulator to this
scale will be challenging, but possible. The heating element did not become seriously
contaminated after an attachment-detachment cycle, so effectiveness is not expected
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to decrease upon multiple use. The end effector components could be integrated in a
completely closed case, so disinfection is no problem.

Figure F.3
Artist impression of an indirect HIAD tissue manipulator for FGT-surgery. The handheld
device (ballpoint size) has two press buttons (red), one for either attachment and detach-
ment. The insert shows the tissue patch and the end effector, having four heating elements
(blue).

The instrument-tissue contact force during instrument heating plays a major role
in the realized adhesion force. Therefore, either the HIAD manipulator should invoke
proper contact force by its design or the surgeon might need additional training to be
able to apply enough force without inducing mechanical damage.

The serious reattachment problem might be solved with way faster cool down than
in the current prototype, but that is very difficult to realize (at least passive). Another
solution is to pull back the heated surfaces into the instrument. However, timing and
speed are essential and it requires an additional mechanism, making the instrument
complex if it will fit in the end effector at all.
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F.3 Future work

To make HIAD really successful, future research should focus on improvement of at-
tachment reliability and solve the reattachment problem. Both challenges are expected
to overcome when the heat pulse temperature curve could be controlled precisely. In
this research, comparable heat pulses are used for attachment and detachment. In the
desired situation, the attachment temperature curve is block shaped and relatively long
compared to the sharp peaked detachment pulse. To achieve these pulse characteristics,
the single heating element should be replaced by more and smaller heating elements.
If reattachment could not be prevented with better performing heating elements, one
might look for other detachment solutions.

The heater surface material and shape will mainly depend on the desired thermal
characteristics. Therefore, research on the effect of these parameters on the adhesion
force will be of minor importance. The next step would be to optimize the attachment
and detachment pulse to obtain an appropriate trade off between functionality of the
instrument and thermal damage to the tissue. During further development, one should
always keep in mind that (a combination of) solutions have to fit in the very limited
available space.
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